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SACHS OF vVURZBURG.
HUBERT

T

M.

HERE are few cities in the world
which possess so great and varied
interest as that which centers in \Vurzbu rg, the a ncient capital of lower Franconia.
T he tourist views with delight its fine
streets, with antique and modern architec ture interspersed ; its palace, modeleel after Versailles, and its church"Stifth aug," fashioned after St. Peter's;
its sto ne bridge over .t he Main; above
all, the vin eclad hills which stand round
about it~ cr owning the scene with living
verdu re. The historian remembers that
this is the vVircesburgum of old Roman
days; that St. Kilian preached here (in
the year of grace 688 ), and that St.
Boniface here installed Bishop Burkhardt in the 8th century, establishing
that famous episcopal see which became
secularized into the Duchy of Franconia. He recalls the conflict between
Henry the Fourth and the doughty bishop, the fact that the diets of I I8o and
I 200 were held here, and the further fact
that Goethe's hero, Gotz von Berlichin-
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gen,seized the Schloss in I525, and was
overcome by the sturdy Suabians.
Near at hand is the battle-field wher ,
in I796, the Arch-Duke Charles defeated Marshal Jourdain; and in the city,
in I849, was held the historic conference of the South German tates.
The lover of art finds much to admire
at \Vurzburg. The churches and galleries are filled with the choicest treasures of sculpture and painting. The
cathedral, dating from the uth century,
contains the Schon born chapel, with its
monuments of the old bishops; and the
Marien-Kapelle is full of specimens of
early German art.
Even the stone
bridge over the river is crowded with
statues. The city was the home of the
sculptor Tilman Riemenschneider, of
the I 6th century, who performed a prodigious amount of labor for the glory of
the Fatherland and especially of \Vurzburg and its generations of by-gone heroes.
To the student of medicine and of
nearly all departments of science, \\'urz-
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burg is a veritable Mecca. Here are
manufactured the most perfect surgical
and scientific instruments and appliances. The U ni versi ty was founded in
I403 by Bishop Egolfstein, and was restored, half a century later, by Prince
Bishop von Erthold. Again brought into prominence after the peace of I 8 I 5,
it has in some departments-especially
in medicine and in botany-held the
first rank among the great universities.
The Julius Hospital,founded more than
three centuries ago by Bishop von Mespelbrume, is one of the wonders of the
medical world.
Wurzburg is notable as a market for
superior wines, and is also famous for
its manufactures of leather, wool, paper,
railway coaches, and other valuables,
to say nothing of its reputation among
smokers for its excellent cigars and tobacco. To the scientific world of today it is ch1efty associated with the name
of its distinguished botanist, Dr. Julius
von Sachs, the investigator and the historian of the science to which the labors
of his life have been devoted.
There is something almost prophetic
in the name of the town. Away back
in the I zth century it was called H erbipoHs, which has been literally translated into the German,-wurz meaning
a root, or herb. Surely the significance
of the name must have been little realized in that age, for none could th en
have foreseen the glory of its later years
or the coming of the master, in the person of Sachs, to make it the capital of
the vegetable kingdom.
The life and work of a great botanist
should be of interest to the fellow-countrymen of Gray and Wood,Sereno \Vatson,and Charles R. Barnes, Charles E.
Bessey, and young Conway McMillan,
and-best of all-our own John M.

Coulter, of Indiana. It is with this
idea that I have set out to paraphrase
and develop a sketch of Sachs of Wurzburg from a Berlinese publication which
comes to my table.
Dr. Julius von Sachs was born Oct.
z, I832, in the historic city of Breslau,
in Silesia. Until he reached the age of
eighteen he remained at home, where he
was carefully educated at the Elizabethan Gymnasium . . He was an ambitious
student, and early formed the resolution
to pursue his studies much further than
the limits of a gymnasium course.
An opportunity was offered in r85 I,
when Dr. J. Purkyne, an eminent scientist of the University at Prague, becoming acquainted with the scholarship and
ability of the young Silesian, chose him
for a private assistant. At "Peerless"
Prague young Sachs made his mark.
Purkyne held the chair of physiology,
and in this department his assistant rendered valuable services, pursuing meanwhile his general studies under the philosophical faculty.
From the first the attention of the
professor's assistant was strongly centered upon the study of vegetable life.
Hitherto the science of botany had concerned itself chiefly with the external
forms of plants, and with their classification. The mind of Sachs was drawn
to the analogies between vegetable and
animal life. Plants absorb and assimilate food, and are said to breathe, and
sometimes to sleep. Plants possess the
organs and functions of sex, and sometimes they descend through alternate
generations, as do insects of the animal worlll. Some P'lants are sensitive
to irritation, and some are endowed
with the power of automatic motion.
"In all places, then, and in all seasons,

Flowers expand their light and sot\1-Jike wings
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Te:-tc hin g us, by most persuasive reason<s,
1 low aki n they are tu human things "

Sachs applied the p ri ncip les and
methods of physiological study to the
physiology of plants, and his work as a
specialist soon began to bear abundant
fruit. When he had been for three years
at the Un iversity he began the pub licat ion of scientific dissertations. These
appeared in various botanical and agricultural periodic1ls, and evinced such
care and thought, such originality and
scientiftc.in.:;ight, that they were eagerly read, and were rewarded with the
highest pr:1ise.
His energy was untiring. Responding to invitations from various scientific
societies and academies, he prepared
thesis after thesis and lectnre after lecture, --many of which discourses appeared in published reports of the respective organizations. In work of this
description he has been continuously active, and has proven another Agassiz.
A catalogue of his valuable contril>tr
tions to scientific letters in the form of
monographs would probably be more
lengthy than this entire sketch.
In r857 he was licensed as Univer:;ity instructor in the new department of
plant physiology. Two years later he
was called to be assis~nt in the botanical work of the .Agricultural Academy
of Tharandt, a ·uburb of Dresden, in
Saxony . He had been here but two
years when he was called to a position
of greater influence- the professorship
of botany in the agricultural Academy
of Poppclsdorf, near Bonn, on the Rhine.
Here,at the age of thirty, he found the
opportunity he had long desired. lie
was at the head of the department, and
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was independent and free to work out
his own plans.
It was a time of great interest in the
botanical world. Unger had discovered, in r83 7, the secret of the fertilization of the :\losses. Eleven years later,
Count Lesczyc Suminsky had solved the
mystery of the fertilization of the Ferns.
The "ma.rriage" of these Cryptogams
was no longer :~concealed".* Von 'Moh l
had discm·ere(l protoplasm in 1846.
Hofmeister, in r851, had demonstrated
that the formation uf seed in the Phanerogamia is not essentially different from
the g. rmination of the Luge spores of
the Cryptogamia possessing two kinds
of spores, and that there is really no
''deep and impas:; able gulf" between
the reproducti\·e processes of these two
old-time divisions of the plant world.
Herbert and Gartner and 1)arwin were
new liuht
to hear on olo prob bl·incrinu
t"'l
b
b
lems.
Jn r865 the young professor at Poppels lorf published l1is "Experimental
Ph y:;iology of Plants," which was speedily translated into the French and Russian language:;, and used as a reference
book in the great ~rniversities of the
world. ln 1868 Von Sachs completed
l1is "Manual of Botany," which was in
many respects a departure from all previous text -books on the subject. In the
true sc ientific order, he began with the
simplest forms of life. ,\t a stroke he
discarded the old artificial divisions,
and presented his "natural groups" as
the fundamental basis of classification.
English , French, and Russian tran::.lations of this famous work soon appear
ed. In his s ubdivision of the groups,
the author was not always fortunatl:, and
in his fourth revised ecli tion he made

*The wonl CJ)'/'lo.~ramin means, etymologically, ronr,:aled marriage.
1t. was applied to plants
which were deemed t1mn:rless . and of which the fertilization was for a long l1111e a l1l)'stcry.
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material changes, especially in respect
of the classes below the Musciniae.
Classification was, and still is, in a formative or tentative state, and is yet far
frory1 a satisfactory adjustment. But in
spite of some imperfections, the "Manual" was a grand success. It sounded
a key note which wa s hearrl around the
world. It was an inspiration to the
student of nature, and awakened by its
echo the souls of thousands to the eager
pursuit of knowledge in a most inviting field.
In the spring of r86 8 Dr. Sachs was
called to the professorship of botany
in the University of Freiburg, in Baden,
and in the succeeding year he accepted
a similar chair at vVurzhurg. Here he
has since remained, notwithsta nding the
efforts of a number of notable institutions to entice him away. H e has, in
fact, . declined urgent calls from such institutions as the universities of Berlin,
Vienna, Heidelberg, J ena, and Bonn,
any of which would have felt honored
by his acceptance.
In r87 5 the Doctor was d esired by
the Academy of Science at Munich to
prepare a history of botanical investigation, discovery, ~nd literature, and th e
result was a volume uni q ue in th e world
of lette rs. For the accompli shment of
the task he was most happily qualified by
nature, as well as by his acquirements.
Probably the most sanguine did not realize the possibilities of such a scheme, in
the hands of such a man. ·w hen Iacaulay set out to write a history of England which should "for a few days supersede the last fashionable novel on
the tables of the young ladies, n he probably contemplated no greater suc cess
than was achieved by Von Sachs in his
History of Botany. ·w ith the chivalrous
instincts of a knight of old romance,and

with the glowing enthusiasm of a Beranger at twenty, he caused his pages to
glow from beginning to end ; and the
reader is carried on as by a description
of battle scenes, from victory to victory in the march of scientific truth.
The work has been translated into the
principal languages of modern Europe.
A beautiful edition was put forth about
two years ago, by the Clarendon press,
at Oxford. In a new preface, referring
to the years that had intervened since
first the history appeared, tli.e author
indicated that his judgments of men had
for the most part undergone but little
change, but that he had been obliged
to modify his earlier estimates of N ageli
and Darwin. From the latter he now
decidedly dissents-though he recognizes the great service of Darwin in delivering us from "the unlucky dogma of
constancy." And having qualified his
former endorsement of the author of the
"Origin of Species," the Doctor's inborn knighthood prompts him to add,
" I rejoice in being able to say that while
I may sometimes have overestimated
the m erits of distinguished men, I have
never knowingly und erestimated them."
At vVurzburg Dr. Sachs has been a
very busy man. He is the founder,
virtually if not no·minally, of the Botanical Institute of that city, and his efforts
have raised it to its present position of
influ ence. Two years before he took
up his re sidence in the quaint Bavarian
burgh , the place had experienced the
shock of war. In July of r866 the German army of the main under Gen. Goeben, bombarded the neighboring fortress of Marienburg, and soon afterward occupied \Vurzburg.
The old
castle of the former village has been rebuilt, and is now used as a state's prison. The walls of the schloss at \Vurz-
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burg, on the left bank, were leveled to
the ground; and in effecting this, the
botanical gardens were nearly destroyed.
Sachs was appointed to restore them,
and to this arduous task bent his best
energies. The traces of the vandalism
were soon removed.

highest recognition in all lands.

swelled the white tent.
There were ploughs in the tracts where the war
wagons went.
There were songs where they lifted up Rachel's
lament."

The honors he has achieved are not
to be measured by dignities formally
conferred, but of these he has received
many. He is Privy Councilor; Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences;
Corresponding member of the Royal
Academics of Science in Turin and Amsterdam, of the Silesian Academy of the
History of Native Civilization, and of
the Scnkenburg Society of Frankforton-the - ~fain; Honorary member of the
Philosophical Society of Cambridge, of
the .\.mcrican Academy of Arts and
Sciences, of the Literary and Philo sophical Society of Manchester, ancl of
the 1 atmalist Society of the University
of Odessa; Foreign member nf the Linnacan Society of London ; holder of
the Sonncring medal; Knight of tbe
Royal order of Merit of the Bavarian
Crown, and of St. Michael, and also of
the Bavarian Order of Maximilian.

At the age of sixty Von Sachs appears
to be a well preserved man of miclrl.le
age, with many years of usefulness before him. He is tall and finely formed,
with a massive head and an abundance
of dark, wavy hair-a handsome Ger·•There were domes uf white blossoms where man type of manhood.

The cherished gar len , the pride of
this city of plants, were in essentials
newly laid out, and are a model of beauty and of scientilic skill.
There were many calls for a fifth edition of Sachs' "Manual", after the appearance of the fourth, in r874. 'Vith
this demand the Doctor complied in
part. The science of botany had attained to such dimensions that he wise ly deemed it best to make a specialty
of a single department, and to confine
himself to the physiology of plants- in
which he has scarcely a rival in the
world-leaving to his friend Dr. Goebel
the province of systematic botany. Dr.
Sachs issued his last text- book of"Lcctures" in r882, and it has received the
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(A Discourse on Boys and Boys' SchoJis.

In two Parts.

Part II.)

DANIEL ColT GILJ\1.\:-.'.

E often read in the newspapers
that some prominent person was
a self-made man. Francis Lieber used
to ridicule this phrase by saying that he
should like to stand by while a man was
making himself. But the absurdity of
such a phrase has never been more clearly stated than by :.Ir. harles A. Dana,

W

in his recent eulogy, of Horace Greeley.
Mr. Greeley is an example almost as
striking as Benjamin Franklin or Abraham Lincoln, of what a man may become without scholastic discipline. The
three were men of exceptional talent, exceptional vigor and exceptional power
of will. :Mr. Dana says of Greeley:
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''He was a man of almost no education;
indeed, of no education at all except
what he had acquired for himself," and
then he adds these sage words: "The
worst school that a man can be sent to
(and the worst of all it is for a man of
genius)i:;; what is called a self-education.
There is no greater misfortune for a
man of extraordinary talent than to be
educated by himself, because he has of
necessity a very poor schoolmaster.
There is nothing more advantageous to
an able yo11th than to be thrown into
contact with other youths in the conflict
of study and in the struggle for superiority in the school and in the college.
That was denied to Mr. Greeley. He
knew no language but his own; but of
that he possessed the most extraordinary mastery."
And now, I have a few words to add
in respect to what is commonly called
"the preparatory school," the place
where boys are prepared for college.
Not all its pupils will go to college, it is
true, but all have chosen or have been
chosen, to follow a course of training
which, by the common consent of educated men, leads up to a college course.
"He was fitted for college" is a phrase
that marks an epoch in education quite
as distinctly as the phrase a "Bachelor
of Arts." It means that a youth of fair
parts, during his teens, has been taught
the elements of mathematical science,
and two or three languages in addition to
his mother tongue; that he has been introduced to a knowledge of the natural
world, and that he has some acquaintance
with his own country and his own stock.
It should also mean that he ha learned
the difficult art of study, and has acquired good habits of attention, mem o ry,
and simple accurate expression. In addition, the phrase is beginning to imply

that the boy has begun the study of
some branch of science, and has at least
learned how to observe the phenomena
of the animate life and of the inanimate forces by which he is surrounded .
Side by side with these intellectual lessons moral discipline is also given.
Certainly one of the first requisites
of a good preparatory school is bodily
discipline. This is partly to be secured by watchfulness in respect to posture,
diet, repose, gymnastics, within the
school walls; it is to be still further
promoted by abundant exercise in the
open air. Manly sports with the bat
and the oar, running, jumping, bowling,
swimming, rowing, riding, fencing, boxing, and, if possible, sailing, are all to
be encouraged. Nor is military training to be underrated. The systematic
exercise of every limb and every muscle is desirable, not under rules too rigidly laid down by the higher authorities,
but under regulations spontaneously
developed by the youth. It is generally conceded that just now, in England
and this country, there is danger of intemperance in sport.· This may be less
disastrous than intemperance in drink
or meat; nevertheless there is such a
thing as inebriety in athletic games. I
do not refer to the danger of broken
limbs and bruised faces, for th~y are
rarely enduring injuries, but to the danger of unfair rivalries, of bad associations, of peculiar temptations in the anticipation and enjoyment of victory or
in the depression of defeat, in the neglect of other and higher scholastic duties,
in the waste of time and money upon
costly journeys, perhaps in extravagant
hospitality. The boys themselves must
be encouraged to correct these ten dencies, but they have a right to expect
that we older boys will remind them of

I '
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thdr highest obligations and encourage
their fulfillment. \iVith the reasonable
control which players, teachers, parents
can readily exercise, and >~'hich the
young ladies and the newspapers might
greatly encourage, the just medium can
be secured, and athletics continue to be
an essential factor in the training of
American boys.
The importance of mtntal habits is
sometimes forgotten in the eagerness to
impart knowledge. Perhaps the colleges
are more to blame for this than the
schools ; for the colleges receive their
pupils on examination, and examinations
are contrived so as to show sometimes
what the freshman knows and sometimes
what he does not kn0w. Usually the
examiners have not time, if they have
the disposition, and if they have time
and disposition they may not have tbe
capacity to put the candidate to any
other test than his ability to answer certain questions.
Examinations are a great stumblingblock not only to the pupil but also to
the examiner, and I shall not now discuss this vexatious theme. However,
this much may be said. That teacher
fails who keeps the coming examination
perpetually in sight. It is his business
to think of the minds of his pupils, individually, to strengthen, prune, stimulate, train, the various qualities exhibited by each scholar. He sbould indeed
impart knowledge, not forgetful that it
is as true in the examination room, as
anywhere else, "if there be knowledge,
it shall vanish away;" but he should also enforce the formation of habits -and
especially at the schoolboy age-of close
attention, tenacious memory and accura~e statement. These three mental virtues are not unworthy to be named after
faith, hope and charity, the trinal virt-

ues of Saint Paul-attention, memory,
truth, and the greatest of these is truth.
The intellectual lessons that boys recei ve should be so imparted that they
may promote the formation of moral
habits. Accuracy, carefulness, truthfulness of statement, fidelity, thoroughness, courtesy, self-control, deference,
consideration, resp ec t, temperance, these
are virtues that may readily be developeel while the boy is crossing the pons
asinorum or stumbling O\'er a sentence
of Tacitus.
''Refrain tonight," said Hamlet to the
queen, "and that shall lend a kind of
. easiness to the next abstinence; the
next more easy ; for u·s e almost can
change the stamp of nature and master
the devil or throw him out with wor.drous potency."
The idea of the preparatory school
has probably been more completely developed in England tlwn in this country, ancl the names of Eton, Harrow,
Rugby, \Vestminster and Winchester
are almo st as famous as those of Oxford
and Cambridge. Rugby is especially
familiar .to us, partly because of the remarkable character of Thomas Arnold,
aumirably portrayed by Dean Stanley,
and partly because of the adventures of
Tom Brown-known to every schoolboy, and almost as real as the doctor
himself. \V orthy to be named with the
story and the memoir are the verses of
Matthew Arnold on Ru gby chapel.
"Through the e," the poet says of his
father,
"I believe
In the noble and great who nrc gone;
Pure souls, honur'd and blest
By former ages . . ... .
\'es, I believe that there lived
Others like thee in the past;
Xot like the men to£ the crowd
·X·

·)(-
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But souls temper'd with fire,
Fervent, heroic, and goodII~lpers and friends of mankind."

\Ye know less about 1r. Edward
Thring, the head master of Uppington
school, who ·has recently died, but it is
clear that he too was born to be a lead er and teacher of boys. I have been
acquainted in this country, intimately,
with a kindred soul, an English schoolmaster, who, first in Trinity school of
New York, then at Lake Mohegan, then
in a college, and at length in a university, exerci ed over all the youth that
knew him then the strongest intellectual
and moral influence. Long as they live
his pupils will revere Charles d'Urban
Morris. Such men are robust. Their
virility is shown in bodily exercises, in
scholarship, in politics, in religion.
They quit themseh·es like men and are
strong. Happy the land where they are
engaged in the service of the boys!
Characters like those just mentioned
have been developed in this country. I
could name some who are living, beloved, honored, obeyed and followed.
Among the departed, Doctor Abbot of
Exeter and Doctor Taylor of Andover
are particularly worthy to be remembered. But on the whole, the tendency of our times is not toward the fostering of such teachers.
Many of the
brightest American are attracted by
business. The three professions traclitionally called learned and the modern
scientific pursuit. enlist great numbers.
f those who devote themselves to teaching the mo ·t prefer to enter the sen, ice
of the college or the university. Few
only, so far as my acquaintance goes,
seek permanent careers in the service
of boy ' schools; few declare that they
will be satisfied with the opportunities
and emoluments of a good and faithful

teacher. Hence, one of the most delightful of intellectual pursuits, one of
the most useful, one of the most honorable, one of the most sacred, is in danger of falling into the hands of inferior
men. The only remedy that I can see
is for the head masters, trustees and
parents to be on the watch, and when a
born teacher appears, engage him, reward him, encourage him, retain him.
See that his path is free from stones,
that he is not overworked or harassed,
and that he is kept contented in his lot.
Let him be sure that as much respect
and as much income will be his as would
fall to his portion were he to enter the
pulpit or be called to the bar. Let it
never be forgotten that the teacher's
gifts are as rare as the poet's. The
methods of education can make scholars, pedants, specialists, and a very narrow man may live in his den and benefit the world by patient observations
and minute researches. But no process
has been discovered for making teachers. They are like gems, that must be
found, for they cannot be produced. I
would rather place a schoolboy under
one ''all-round man," whose manners,
morals and intellectual ways were exemplary and who was capable of teaching him Homer and Euclid, than under
a group of specialists selected simply as
mathematicians, physicists and linguists.
Later on, when the character of a boy
is established, when his habits are formed, when he knows how to study, when
he has learned the art of acquiring knowledge and the gr:1ces of expression, let
the specialists take hold of him. Even
then let it be provided that the specialists shall not be too narrow. If pos ible, choose scientific men from the
sch ol of Agassiz, Henry, Bache and
Dana· and lingui ts from the school of
~-
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Wooisey, Felton, Whitney, Drisler and
G ilclersleeve-men who know multa et
m ultum.
As to the curriculum of a preparatory
school, this is not the place to measure
its limits or its requisites, as they are
virtually determined by the college authorities, not by the schoolmasters. If
the colleges say that they will not admit
as scholars those who fail to show a
knowledge of certain prescrioed studies,
the pre1~aratory school must teach those
studies or must cl?se its doors; there is
no middle course. Boys are fitted for
college in a preparatory school, or they
are not-that is the only question. N evertheless, I believe that the day is coming when there will be a revision of our
educational creed, when the colleges
will not make their entrance examinations such rigid tests of memory as they
are now, but will contrive to make them
tests of power. Is a boy capable of
carrying forward the studies df the college?-that must be found out. His capacity to retain and repeat what he has
learned is one sign of his qualifications,
but there are many others which a nicer
analysis may employ. The qualitative
test is quite as important as the quantitative. Not the size of the brain, but
its structure, determines· its worth. The
possession of ten thousand facts may
distinguish an idiot, but an idiot gives
no proper emphasis; he does not perceive the difference between the trifling
and the fundamental. Yet an extraordinary memory may also distinguish a
scholar. Lord Macaulay, for example,
was heard to say that if by some miracle of vandalism all copies of Paradise
Lost and the Pilgrim's Progress were
destroyed he would undertake to reproduce them both from recollection. A
scholar holds his knowledge in well-ar-

ranged groups, under certain principl~s,
under certain laws; he is constantly exercising his judgment, his discrimination, his reason. He knows where to
lay the stress; he does not confound the
essential with its accidents.
'Vhenever the time comes for a revision of the curriculum of the preparatory scnool, three subjects should receive much more attention than is now
given to them. The study of science
should be so pursued that the habit of
close observation and of reasoning upon ascertained facts should at least be
initiated. N atme should be approached by the schoolboy as a willing and
ever-present teacher. Her lessons should
be the delight of every ac'lolescent.
'Vhen we remember that in contemplating the heavens, in watching the life of
plants and animals, in the observation
of the modes of motion and in studyi ng
the inorganic world there are innumerable and infinitely varied opportunities
to awaken curiosity, to train the eye and
the hand, to exercise the judgment, to
reward investigation-how strange that
so little progress is made in the introduction of scientific studies in elementary education! Moclern languages also,
especially French and German, are nowadays indispensable in a liberal ed uca tion ; and they are much more readily
acquired in childhoocl than in maturity.
How are they to get just recognition in
the preparatory schools? An acquaintance with the Bible shoulrl also be required of every schoolboy.
College
professors ha\'e lately been showing how
ignorant the youth of America are of
tl1e history, the geography, the biography and the literature of the sacred
books. I clo not now refer to its religious lessons, but I speak of the Bible as
the basis of our social fabric, as the em-
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bodiment of the most instructive human
experiences, as a collection of poems,
histories, precepts, laws and examples,
priceless :i.n importance to the human
race. These Scriptures have pervaded
our literature. All this inheritance we
possess in a version which is unique.
Its marvellous diction, secured by the
revisions of many centuries, and its substantial accuracy, the care of many generations of scholars, are beyond our
praise. But how little study does the
schoolboy give to this book in secular
or sacred hours; how ignorant may he
really be of that which is supposed to
be his daily counsellor ! Science, modern languages and the Bible have been
so long neglected in preparatory schools
that it is extremely hard nowadays to

find effective teachers for these subjects,
There is no consensus as to books, no
tradition respecting methods. Perhaps
we are waiting for the waters to be disturbed by the angel of deliverance, but
we shall wait in Yain unless we put forth
efforts of our own to reach the true
remedies. The day will come for better
things; we can see its approaches.
Meanwhile, it is just as well to remember that there is nothing sacred in
our present curriculum. It is a method which generally produces good results, but it is no catholicon. Its defects are perceived by this generation,
and the next will provide the remedies.
Thus slowly move the wheels.
-7/te Cosmopolitan.
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DIAMOND - MINING.
LIEUTENANT

I

order to grub for a few insignificant-looking white stones, rather
more dull than dirty bits of bottle-glass,
practically of no intrinsic utility, but
po;:;sessing the attribute of exciting hu man vanity to such a pitch, a host of
q.ble business men have exchanged English civilization for South African privation; have embarked enormous sums,
erected wondrous machinery, and taken
into employment several thousands of
human beings. * I purpose describing
in detail the n.riou . stages of digging
for, sifting, sorting, selling- and I may
achl,stealing- these stones, as illustrated
by the "De Beers," the principal mine
in Kimberley.
Although there is no secret whatever
in any part of the operations, it is obvi1

*The Kimberly mines finu work for

1500
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ous that the most stringent precautions
are necessary to prevent the easy thefts
of such m11ltwn in parlJO treasures as precious stones;and therefore it is reasonably required that all visitors shall be provided with a permit to inspect the works.
The diamondiferous area is enclosed and
screened by means of high barbed-wire
fencing and lofty corrugated-iron boarding,as skillfully disposed as one of Vauban's fortresses; and is further safeguarded at night by numerous armed
patrols, and by powerful electric lights
casting a glare on every spot otherwise
favorable to intending marau<.lers. After
having been somewhat carefully scrutinized, I am admitted through a narrow
gateway, and find myself confronted
with a gigantic, apparently almo t bot-

white men and

12000

natives.
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tomless pit, compared with which the
crater •of· Vesuvius would be puny, and
which ·marks th'e earlier scenes of open
groulnd labor. In course of time huge
masses·of earth began to slip down from
the sides, entailing such peril, and- far
more important to the eager ownerssuch a clogging of work, that the original
process was abandoned in favor of sinking shafts and subterraneous mining.
Equipped in miner's slops, supplied with
a bare candle, and chaperoned by one of
the superintendents, I am shot down an
ordinary incline to a depth of 7co feet
below the surface, whence we further
de:)cend another 90 feet by means of
slippery perpendicular ladders, leading
down piercings just large enough to admit
the body. Here we reached a widened
level at the very heart of the diamondbearing earth, which is hot, stifling, and
intensely dark. Long low tunnels ratliate
through a scene of which the principal
features are rushing trucks, flickering
lights, and shouting workmen, common
to all large mining operations, and call ing for no special description. Only by
degrees do I notice characteristics of detail so strange as to cause these mines to
differ from all others.
Hundreds of
Kaffirs are plying pick and shovel, wheeling barrows, and tilting trucks, with a
might-and-main earnestness rare among
natives. Although they differ greatly in
size and shades of darkness, owing to the
variety of tribes gathered toge th e r from
far -apart districts of South Africa, th ey
are,on the whol e,of fine physical development, with smooth, lustrous skins and
tense brawny muscles, and sweltering
profusely under their tremendous exertions. Scantiness of clothing was to be
anticipated; but in no part of the world,
not even in Japan, have I seen a multitude of hl.lman beings so perfectly nud e,

and at the same time so perfectly una bashed as to be suggestive of the unconciousness of the ve ry beasts of the
field. They work in shifts of twelve
hours' duration, Sunday being a general
rest-day ,and each native receives about
ss. a clay-an enormous sum for the se
aborigines, which gives rise to a keen
competition for employment.
Large
gangs are supervised by single Europeans, who strongly exemp lify the moral
influence of race.
Instant, cheerful,
unquestioning obedience is the rule ;occasionally a rou gh hustle, or a smack
with the palm of the hand, is bestowed
on the laggard or the careless; but when
justly administererl., this is n eve r resented, and a careful obse rvation of the demeanor and friendly verbal intercourse
between superintendents and laborers
failed to reveal to me any signs of habitual bodily tyranny. ·w ithout cloubt,outbursts of the white man's brutality occasionally occur. During my stay at
Kimberley a European was tri ed for
havin g caused by violence the death of
a native, and after a fair trial was acquitted. Yet, on the whole, there is no
reason to believe that the rule is characterized by cruelty, an(l an air of happy
contentm ent was generally prevalent.
Quitting the enlarged level at the bottom of the shaft, I grope through one of
the low radiating tunnels which twist
about in a fashion reminding me of the
catacombs of Rome. Diamond-mines
are free from most of the dangers associated with other subterraneous workings.
There is no rush of fire-clamp, and no
wire-gauze is needed for the unprotected
candles; no deadly emanations of gas, no
sudden overwhelming of wakr, and no
falling in of roofs shoring-up being only
needed to a \'Cry limited extent. .\ltn ost
the only fatal accident of magniludt: .rc,
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corded in the annals of these mines
occurred three years ago, when s0me
timber caught fire, and over three hundred imprisoned natives were choked to
d ath. The ruling passion for gain then
proved strong up to the last; many bodies were found in attitudes which showeel that their dying gasps had !Jeen expended in efforts to plunder their com rades of the little leather purses which
most of them wear suspended round the
waist. An explorer of the la!Jyrinth must
be all eyes and ears. The intense darkness seems to be augmented by the ·alternate glimmer of our spluttering naked
candles, and the fierce glare of an occasional electric light; at one time I stumble
ankle-deep into a churned-up slough of
despond; at another I have to exercise
the utmost activity to avoid being annihilated by the trucks, which rush, with
deafening reverberation and at railway
speed, along the narrow inclined tramways, each conveying a load of earth and
conducted by a Kaffir shouting out warnings. In a short time I am steaming
with perspiration, soaking with roofdrippings, spla ·heel from head to foot
with grease and mud, and in my bedraggled miner's co tume present an aspect
compared with which that of a \Vhitechapel dog-fancier would be refined and
respectable. But at Kimberley, both
above and below ground, Englishmen
are wont to put their hand to the plough,
wisely resolved to perform their work
thoroughly, and regardless of the externals, of their normal social status; and
there I find many a better man than myI speak a
self similar! y transformed.
word or two to some Europeans who are
heacts of gangs, and whose appearance
would ju tify attributing to them th
minds and manners of bar gees· they respond with the timbre of voice and the

diction of highly educated gentlemen.
I tentatively lead up to their antecedents, and I discover that many of the
speakers are members of well- known
English county families, and had been
formerly resictents of well-known English country homes, but that through
stress of circumstances and the temptations of the De Beers' payment of a
guinea a day, they are now bravely working as weekly laborers. One of the head
officials told me of a tally-man who was
occupying the intervals of counting
trucks by reauing, and to whom he remarked in a friendly manner: ".\. novel
makes a pleasant change down here."
"Yes, but this is not a novel," said the
reader, holding out for inspection an
elaborate treatise on conic sections.
Then he explained that he had been a
university man, had taken his degree,
and•had subsequently adopted the profession of civil engineer, but that owing
to family misfortunes and poverty, he
was now glact to accept the remunerative
employment of tallyman in a Kimberley mine.
At the extremity of one of the tunnels
was an enlarged chamber where receptacles were being drilled for explosive
charges destined to break through some
unusually obdurate rock, and here I was
enabled to take leisurely note of further
details concerning the Kaffir workmen.
My questions were translated into native
"pidgin" Kaffir, a jargon compounded of
the numerous dialects of the various
tribes. The men seemed cheerful and
bright, after a fashion, but their replies
lacked intelligence, and betrayed a low
order of intellect. I mu t, however, in
justice, premi e that this particular group
wa compo eel of the mo t inferior pecimens of natives. For instance, I found
that 9 or ro comprised their highest fq.-
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miliar notation; r 5 and upward puzzled
them; higher figures could only be expressed by clumsy periphrasis; while
zoo or 300 was quite beyond their realization, and was vaguely conceived as "a
very great number." "How old are you?"
I enquired of one; but the overseer explained that none of them have the least
idea of their own ages; their sole landmarks are certain important events
which befell their tribes, such as some
particular war,a great famine,a general
drought or cattle-sickness. "Only last
week," he added, "a Kaffir, being asked
a similar question, and replying in total
ignorance, a European interposed-'Let
me look at your teeth. I will soon tell
you. \Vhy, you must be roo at least.'
The native immediately assembled his
fellows around him, and told them that
the Baas (master) had pronounced him
roo years old, in an ecstacy of pride at
the attainment of an age he considered
added so much to his dignity." One
Kaffir rejoiced in a snake-skin charm
round his neck; another wore a stringhis sole article of vesture-tied to his
thigh, whence depended a small leather
pocket containing five or six shillingsa large sum for a wild native-and his
working ticket. The only drinks allowed
are tea, coffee, or water; and I was struck
with the simple and clever device for a
constantly cool supply of the last, by
means of common bags of coarse canvas,
which, when soaked, became sufficiently
impermeable to retain the bulk of the
fluid, but sufficiently porous to admit of
a continual oozing and icy evaporation.
While we were casually conversing,
I was startled by a reverberation, and
quivering of the walls and arches, as
though convulsecl by an earthquake, and
by a violent rush of wind, which in::)tantly extinguished every light in the

vicinity. "Doubtless a hicleous catastrophe, I reflected ; ''some portion of
the mine has fallen in; we are imprisoned like rats in a trap, and shall feed on
each other's carcasses until released by a
lingering death." Profound silence in
the pitch-darkness, only broken by the
heavy breathing of the native workmen,
and ·after a few seconds by the scraping
oflucifer-matches for 'relighting our candles. Nobody seenLd in the least discomposed, and th e answer to my awestricken inquiry was, "0h, nothing at
all; only dynamite blasting in an adjacent chamber.'' I afterwards found that
these explosions were of frequent occurrence ; but on eJ.c h occasion, to resist
the impulse of a startled jump taxed
the strongest nerves.
Let us turn our attention from the personal to the material for which thousands human of beings in this district are
toiling day and night about 8oo feet helow ground. The diamoncliferous earth,
locally termed the "blue, "is reached at
a varying depth, and is found in a hardened but friable condition. It is detached with comparative ease, and the process of filling trucks, each of which holds
r,6oo lbs.,is carried on unceasingly,on
a very large scale, and with the utmost
rapidity. Tl1e contents are hauled to the
top by powerful machinery ; and if we
follow their further destination, the scene
changes in sudden and wondrous contrast from dark, stifling tunnels to bright
sunshiny farms, where the soil is turned
up,and watered and harrowecl,ancl vivified by the action of wind and sun, and
where the resulting crop is-diamonds.
On reaching the surface the "blue" is
tilted into railway wagons, and by m<::ans
of divergent lines of rails and wire -ropes,
is hauled in vast mas'-'es into the adjacent open country, where it is distributed
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over the flat to a ctepth of 2 Yz feet. The
extensive area so occupied is protected
by barbed-wire fencing ro feet high, and
is guarded by patrols both by day and
QY night. The effects of the weather
cause the friable lumps to disinte,:srate
still further, the process is aided by alternate harrowing and watering, and in
about six months all but the most obdurate fragments, which are leftfor further
treatment varying from three months to
a year, are reduced to a size which admits
of their being subjected to the washingmachines. Trains of carts convey the
harvest to machinery sheds, where it is
subjected to processes which in wheat
would be analogous to threshing, winnowing, and sifting. Roughly described,
an endless chain upporting large pans
carries the diamond- earth up to a platform, and thence pitches it, automatically, into cisterns of water ; revolving
metal arms stir and break up the mass ;
the muddy liquid flows away, and the
solid residue passes over a succession of
large vibrating sieves with different sized meshes, thus affecting a separation
into four sizes. The largest is composed
of pebbles somewhat smaller than walnuts, is turned over by searchers on the
chance that it may contain some unusual_ly large diamonds, and is then carted
away as rubbish. I may remark that
the amount of debris from various
sources is so considerable that its dispo al is somewhat of a puzzle, and is the
origin of gigantic earth-mounds in various parts of the country, and that the
superficial crater of one of the mines,
the' 'Kimberley, "is marked by the spontaneous, never-ending combustion of
wa te shale. The other three sizes are
subjected to a process devised at Kimberley, and absolutely charming through its
efficiency, simplicity, and in enuity.

vVithoutillustrations,a complete description of this "pulsator," as it is called,
would be impracticable, but the follo\-.·ing statement may serve to explain its
general principle :
The diamondiferous mass is made up
of substances of different speci fie gravity, whereof the greater part, which consists of natural soil, mica, and other cornponents, is the lightest; while the small
residue, consisting of garnets, "olivine,"
iro~ pyrites, and diamonds, are much
heavier. We must also uear in mind th::1t
the property of a fluid is to transmit a
pressure applied to it in every direction,
irrespective of clistance,area, bulk, etc.
Now imagine a No. I pan half-filled with
water, and just above the fluitl a fixed
zinc perforated plate. The plate is cov ered with a layer of buckshot, and above
the buckshot is some of the sifted earth
in which the diamonds are lurking. The
apparatus is completed by an adjacent
open No. 2 pan of water, which communicates with No. I by a broad tube. Set
the machinery at work. A large flap of
wood bestows a smart box on the earspeaking in hyperbolical language-on
the water-surface of No. 2 pan; the fluid
quivers with intlignation, transmits its
quivering downward, then through the
broad connecting-tube, and so on to the
water in No. r pan. Here, too, the water
vexedly throbs up, squirts through the
perforated plate, hu tles the layer of
bu-c kshot, and thereby stirs up the superincumbent diamondiferous layer. But
the irritated fluid rapidly regainsitscomposure,is followed by the buck hot in a
great hurry, then by the heavier particles, among which are the dian:wnds,
while on the top of all lei. urely repo es
the lightest usele
re iclue, which ha
been succes fully eliminated. I e timatd the number of the e pulsations at r IQ
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per minute. Now stop themachine;letall
the water drain off the zinc plate; remove
the thick top layer, which is worthless,
and then gather together the deposit
spread over the buckshot, and to which
all the diamonds have fled.
The name' 'pulsator" is very appropriately bestowed on this clever piece of
mechanism. Gently placing my hand
on the top of the mass being treated, I
am startled by a sensation of life-like
throbbing throughout the whole of the
substance-precisely such as one might
suppose the throbbing of the femoral
artery of an elephant in a raging fever.
For the sake of simplicity I have omitted
two or three ingenious little details. For
instance, the size of the stir-about buckshot varies in proportion to that of the
component particles of the stuff to be
''pulsated," but each machine acts with
such unerring fidelity that never by any
chance is a diamond allowed to loiter in
the top rubbish-layer. "Here, "said my
guide, picking up a tiny white pebble,
''is a r Yz carat stone, worth about £2
in its present condition," and he flicked
it away as carelessly as though shooting
a pea into a pig-tub. "1 congratulate
your company on its affluence,'' I remarked with would-be irony, "since it
can thus afford to throw£ 2 into the dirt."
"You are mistaken," was the rejoiner;
''that diamond will inevitably be brought
to light again. To test the accuracy of
our working, we are wont constantly to
throw marked tliamonds into the pulsation-pan, and we never fail to recover
them."
On the assumption- which is generally
received as approximately accurate- that
the previous proccesses of elimination
have reduced the original bulk contained
in a truck to its one-hundredth part, the
proverbial difficulty of finding a needle
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in a bale of hay is applicable here,and
henceforth the diamond-charged residue
is scrutinized almost particle by particle.
The seeking or"sorting" house consists
of a long hut, with tables so disposed as
to be searchinglyilluminated~by the rays
of the sun. Here are assembled, in comparatively noiseless activity a multitude
of black convicts, with a sprinkling of
white sorters. A Kaffir half fills a common hand sieve with the precious material, pours some water over it, svvirls it
about with a peculiar jerk, which tends
to send the heavier diamonds down to
the bottom,and then with a bump empties the sieve upside down in front of a
European. Most of the diamonds present appear on the reversed surface of the
topsy-turvied heap; but numerous stragglers are also found by turning over seriatim, with a bricklayer's small trowel,
the bright pretty pile of olivinc(a species
of jade), garnets (false), non-magnetic
iron, and diamonds, which, slightly c1 ripping to aiel selection, glitter in the sun
like a child's box of beads. Each searcher is supplied with a common little tin
box, into which he drops his findings. I
peer into one of them, taken hap-hazard,
it contains about a dozen small stones,
representing the results of one man's
searching for three or four hours, and is
approximately equivalent to the value of
£r,6oo. The monotony of investigation
naturally brings about a tendency to become careless; and in order to keep
attention on the full stretch, variety is
afforded by frequently changing the sorters to different-sized siftings; so that at
one spell the prizes to be discovered consist of stones no larger than peppercorns,
while at another they are as big as hazelnuts. The facilities for theft by European workers are obvious, inasmuch as
searching of their persons- as in the case
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of natives to be hereafter described-is
out of the question; and there is no doubt
that the company is consequently subjected to heavy losses, which some experts estimate as being as high as Io per
· cent. -i.e., £ ro worth is stolen out of
every £I oo worth discovered. N u merous placards forbid visitors to handle
the gravel. ''How do you know," I inquire, "that I, a perfect stranger to you,
have not already secreted two or three
diamonds under my tongue or up my
sleeve?" ''No fear," is the smiling reply; "unknown to yourself, you are being carefully and incessantly watched."
And this startling discovery that I am
shadowed prompts me to be less ready to
trickle handfuls of diamonds through
my fingers, and to tuck up my cuffs ostentatiously, to disarm suspicion that I
may be exercising a little legerdemain.
After the English sorters have secured
the greater part of the contained treasure-have,as it were, picked the plums
out of the pudding-the debris is passed
on to the native convicts for the discovery of the casually remaining currants.
They turn the stuff over twice, and their
findings are dropped into boxes with
padlocked covers. One which I examined contained nine or ten seed-stones,
as the result of five or six hours work ;
but their total value was reckoned at
about £so. The prisoners receive a
special money reward in proportion to
their success, amounting, as far as I can
remember, to 1 Yz d. per carat. It is mainfest that without some such inducement
they would scamp their investigation .
For diamond labor the company hires
from the Government sixty-five Kaffir
convicts, of whose maintenance it bears
the entire expense, and whose condition
in the prison, which I subsequently inspected, might almo t be called enviable.

They are grouped together by tribes; the
separate and silent system is ignored ;
they are well and warmly housed ; an
occasional whack from the warders habitually constiiutes their punishments ;
and their food comprises, together with
other allowances, the enormous daily
meat-ration of I ;4' lb., plus a large supply of bread. The traditional rollicking
"life on the ocean wave" dwindles into
dullness compared with a "life in a convict-yard" at Kimberley.
They are
every night searched to the very skin
to prevent them pilfering diamonds.
Thus we have followed the stages of
mining, farming, washing, sifting, searching,and finding,during which diamonds
have been discovered in small numbers,
but generally of exceptional size,in the
min.e, a few more in the "blue" exposed
in the open fields, but by far the greater
number in the sorting· houses. Next, the
scene reverts to the rooms in the De
Beers' office, where all the stones are
sent for sale.
Considenng the vast
treasure it contains, the building is of a
flimsy nature, with little provision
against fire or thieves beyond one or t\VO
safes, and a few loaded revolvers on the
table, ready to be snatched up for instant
use, in an emergency; but on another
adjacent table are spread a pile of diamonds worth about £6o,ooo in their
rough state.
These are arranged in
about eight rows, each containing se,·en
or eight little heaps, and, moreO\·cr, so
disposed as to be gracluatNl both according to color, from white to darkish yellow
-and to size, from pin's heads to nutmegs. A large proportion are characterized by a curious mathematical regularity of shape-perfect octahedrons being the most frequent with occasional
dodecahedrons; but it is out of the
que tion to muster up any admiration for
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them in their present condition. They
have been cleaned by immersion in a
solution of boiling water and acid; ye t
they still resemble bits of common dull
glass,and can only be rendered interesting by a peremptory demand on prophetic imagination. Even a 4oo-carat
diamond, found the previous day, marking an era in the De Beers di scoveries,
and which is now produced out of an
old tin box easily to be pried open by
a schoolboy with his knife, cannot produce a vestige of enthusiasm among the
company, although it makes a stir among
the outside public. It is a perfect octahedron, of a distinctly yellow color,
about the size of a partridge's egg, and
even when cut will be of a weight far
in excess of the Koh-i-noor. Thou gh of
very high value~ it can never become of
world-wide repute,inasmuch as it is not
of the first water. Indeed there is r easo n
to surmise that only a minority of the
Kimberley findings are brilliants and
that all such are absorbed into the Brazilian diamonds, which coustitute family
jewelry, handed down as heirloom s of

great value. "How can you disti nguish
true from false diamonds?" I as k. "By
common-sense," is the contemptuous
repl y of experts so trained by lo ng experience that they jump at accurate conclusions without being able to trace the process thereof. It was pointed out, besides,
that by cracking large stones together
in the hand the noise produced is of a
peculiar sharp,grating sound . Admirable ! only, unfortunately, few of us possess enough large diamonds to enable us
to carry out the experiment. The expense of cuttin g and polishing is estimated as hi gh as 6o per cent. of their
value, and the loss of weight incurred
thereby frequently amounts to twothird s of their original carats. Among
the curiosities of the collection are fancy
stones of queer shapes and colorsdeep yellow, dark purple, and prismatic
shades. But all diamonds-good, bad,
and indifferent- a re tran.smitted to Europe at the present rate of 40, ooo or so,
ooo carats weekly, ancl ultimately find
their way into the hands of the Amsterdam cutters. - Blackwootl's Jlfagazine.

THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF PICTURES.
( Concluded.)
\V. \V.

T

HE art in a picture does not consist
in the exactness with which persons and things are reproduced, but in
the success with which these ligures are
used to impart messages to the beholder. A true artist does not paint things,
but paints thou ght and feeling, and the
true test of a picture is in what it is able
to give; if it can impart neither a valuable thought no r a true emotion, it is
worthless. Yet it must not be judged

EARNEST .

by its effect upon a give n individual,for
th e fault may lie in the beholder.
To make a great picture complete,
three conditions must be fulfilled; there
must he a great sulJje:ct, a competent
treatment, and an appredative behold er.
The thing to be represented must lJe
noble in itself, else the g reatest skill
can not make the picture such. Our
lives are so short and our opportunities
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for preparation for a higher life are so
limited that we cannot affonl to spend
our time in contemplation of the low
when the grand is accessible. \Ve can
be improved by association with low society no more in pictures than in real
life. The artist who devotes great ability to the perfect reproduction of some
scene which has nothing elevating in it
is squandering time and talent. Let us
not ask the artist to feed us upon the low
and the horrible. \Ve are obliged to
meet enough of it in reality.
Yet, it is not necessary that the subject should always be delightful, but
it must always be true and the effect upon the mind beneficial. It may
be capable of producing pleasure and of
refining only as sorrow does, yet ''sweet
are the uses of adversity" and sorrow
itself has a pleasure, which makes the
sufferer unwilling to part with his misery.
The treatment of the subject chosen
for a picture must be such as to put
something into it, else we can not hope
to get anything out of it. The artist
must "mix his paints with brains," and
not with brains only either but with
heart as well. Since it is the mission of
the picture to transmit thought and feeling, it is inconceivable that the author
of it should be deficient in the power to
think or the capacity for feeling. Especially must the artist be capable of
true emotion since the appeal to the
feelings is the greatest thing that can be
in a picture ; for the intellect is not the
highest function of the mind, but feeling
is. It is more important to feel aright
than to think correctly; an error of the
head is more easily excused than one of
the heart; men are moved both by feeling and by thought, but more by feeling than by thought. Christianity itself

is a grand evidence of the power that
may be exerted upon the actions of men
by arousing right emotions; it is the
grandest of all religions not only because
its intellectual superiority appeals more
strongly to the reason, but also . and
much more because of the noble sentiments upon which it is chiefly bas~d.
One who has not the power of _high
thinking and deep feeling may acquire
a wonderful skill in the mechanical part
of picture-making and pass for a great
artist, but his pictures will not last.
As a sound is not finished until it has
reached an ear, so a picture is not really
completed until it has found a mi.nd so
organized as to receive it. Very m~ch
the same powers which were requisite
in the artist before the picture could be
constructed are required in the viewer
also, though not in so high a degree, as
the artist stands betwee11 hjm and the
scene as an interpreter or as one pointing out the things worthy of note. -. The
critical power at least must reside in the
beholder-the ·power to see and understand what is pointed out. Not all people have this power, and so the picture
does not speak to all alike. Some receive its word in good aml honest hearts
where it springs up and bears a hundredfold in its influence on their characters;
others are deaf to its message just as
some ears shut out the admonitions of
the Holy Spirit.
It is true, in one sense, that pictures
are subordinate to facts. A picture can
not be good which gives a thought essentially false or teaches an untrue sentiment, and as to mechan'ical execution,
we must judge the quality of the work
by the exactness with which it represents
objects; yet, in many way pictures
have important advantages over facts.
They can be transported and reduplicat-
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eel; and thus, while ~he scenes in the
experience of any one person which are
worthy of rem embrance may be comparatively few, the picture and its copies
may be carried throughout the world
and become the delight and study of
millions. By this interchanging, the
experiences of all may become the property of all,and all are made ric;:her and
none poorer.
The most important advantage of
pictures is their permanence. There
are many scenes in our lives most worthy
of attention, but they are so fleeting.
Especially when we are ourselves actors
in the scene, we are too much absorbed
in our own littl e parts to have eyes for
the significance of the whole until too
late. Even when we are only spectators,
the moment of supreme intE'rest is so
transient that only the artist eye can
comprehend it at a glance and hold it
in memory unti l it can be reproduced
immovable wh ere it must stay until we
have studied it. A good picture often
appeals to us strongly because it tells us
that we have had a glance at the same
scene before, have heard a whisper of
the same story, have felt the same emotion dimly as in a dream, but have not
fully understood it because the impression it made was so slight that the wing
of a fleeting moment could brush it
away. But now the picture holds ::~11
before our eyes until we have seen. And
after we have seen it all, or all that we arc
capable of seeing, it remains to repeat
its story to many others.
Pictures
are among the most permanent of our
worldly possessions, and for this reason
even large amounts spent for works of
art by those who can afford the expenditure can not be regarded as extravagant.
While often considered luxuries, they
are luxuries in a very different sense

from that in which rich food and fine
clothing are luxuries ; they do not minister to the animal pleasures, but are
food for the very highest part of our
natures and, to those wbo ha \·e once
tasted how good they are: almost a necessity of life. If a picture is good, it
is usually worth its price to the one who
buys, and yet its bend1Ls to every o ne
who sees it are as great as to the owner, provided only the power of apprcciation Le the ~ame.
\Ve should love good pictures as we
love music, Oowers, poetry, almost as
we loYe our friends; and just as do human friends, so may these art-created
friends, if well chosen, influence our
lives for good. We should manage to
have them in some form, to enjoy them,
and to teach others to cnj oy them. All
arc not capaLlc of apprcc;ating them to
the same extent, but the appreciation
of art may be developed by education
as can all other parts of our nature, and
educated by placing before the senses
tbe objects which will stimulate the
faculties to activity. Many, in fact,
have minds n:ry appreciative of art but
do not know it until it is by accident re vealed to them.
Teachers may do great good if they
will fir:-,t learn themselves what good pictures arc and then teach their pupils.
The teacher often feels the need of some
means of pcr:,onal approach to h1s pupils; he often feels that he has their rcspect, but that no warmth of friendship
exists. :\l) ~.:.tsit..:r way of drawing them
into personal sympathy could be suggestcd than through showing ancl explaining to th~.:m guod pictures at times
outside of sehoul hours. Some will be
interested at the \·cry first. 1 'one should
be urged or hurrie<l aml nearly all will
be intere~ted sooner or later. Do not
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over-load them at any time, but show a
few good pictures and have them well
looked at. This work must not be done
for the soul purpose of entrapping the
friendship of the pupils, either, but with
a genuine desire to do them good and a
real pleasure in so helping them, rernernbering that the training thus secured together with that in literature must be
relied upon to lead them to the best they
will ever experience of the higher culture.
Material for this work and for one's

own study must, of course, be drawn
from different sources according to one's
circumstances, but I would suggest that
there are certain foreign publications
which are moderate in price and give
during the year a great deal more of
genuine art than many more pretentious
American publications. But no matter
where good pictures come from, get
them and rejoice to use them to brighten, soften, cheer and refine life with a
light that neither riches,honor, science,
or philosophy can shed upon it.

THE TEA f}HER.

READING.
OREN

R

T.

EADING is usually classified in
pedagogic discussion as oral reading and silent reading. The former
should give such a rendition of the
thought and feeling of the author, as
will make the same intelligible to the
hearer. The latter should confer a complete mastery of these upon the reader.
The teachers success or failure in
teaching reading is usually based, so far
as the public estimate is concerned, upon the oral method. The reason for
this is not far to seek. Visiting parents
and members of the Board of Education
can easily enter into the. spirit of the exercise; wherea , the same pupil would
command less attention in a silent reading exercise, or, indeed, in one in arithmetic, grammar, or geography. Possi. bly to this fact is due the practic of
the placing. of new and difficult words
at the beginning of the lesson, in tead

SNOW.

of leaving them to be first encountered
in the text. Surely there can be no good·
reason for this arrangement. The meanind of words can best be learned by the
general significance of the sentence, and
not by formal definition. Knowledge,
and not its displaJ', is the primary consideration.
There is danger, too, that selections
for reading may be assigned the class
that are too full of the hidden beauties
of thought and imagination to be fully
comprehended by the pupil . P erhaps,
however, it would be better to ay that
in such cases the dan ge r is that the
teacher will demand too much of the
pupil. 'Ve all have a feeling that we
should be thorough - that we shoull go
to the bottom of things. There is a
trong desire that the clas should thoroughly enjoy the inmost b eauties of the
selection. But the teacher must take
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counsel of his sober juugment, and stay
his hand before he passes the limit of
capacity, and therefore of enjoyment
on the part of the pupils. It is not neeessary that the selections should be read
seriatim. This is especially true in the
higher numbers of the series of readers.
Classes differ in their characteristics.
No teacher pursues exactly the same
method with the successive classes. He
has been silently reading between the
lines of his course. He may hav e discovered that too much has been req ui red in reading some of the selections.
He has, perhaps, not so much followed
the devices and desires his own beart as
he has acted upon the advice of o th e rs,
supposed to be more competent. Thus
he may have found it suggested that pupils should !Je thoroughly questioned
upon the characteristics of tbe pi~ce.
Now to question thoroughly with reference to the selection under consideration is one thing, but to question with
reference to the capacity of the class to
sec and enjoy its beauties, is quite another. It is then possibly a mistake to
append to selections in the readers a
long list of questions, as samples of
what should be expected of teachers in
the managem ent of tbeir reacting classes.
urely, any teacher will see as much in
the exercise as there is time, or capacity on the part of the class, to consider.
\Ve learn to read by reading, rather
than by talking about it, or by getting
ready to do it at some other time.
There is r eason for fearing that reading in our schools has been made to carry too many burdens of late years. One
of these burdens is the idea of the elocutionist that C\'ery shade of thought
ancl feelin g must he clearly set forth in
the vocal rendition. This has already
been noticcu. _\nother is a consiuera-

tion of geograpl1ical and historical allusio ns. Still another is the calling attention to the rhetorical fi gures found
in the exercise. It is by no means intended to throw discredit upon the value
of these studies, but the maxims of tl1e
olcl professor of mathematics at \Vest
Point, •'Teach one thing at a time and
teach that thing well," was a good one.
There is a time to dance and a time to
pray. Of course, it will be remembereel by all that he acldecl: " Teach its
connection with other things. 1 ' There
can be no objection to this in the reading, when the reading is well don e.
Of course ch ildren sl1oulcl be encouraged to remember the date s of prominent event::; and to know the location of
places namecl in their gene ral readin g,
at hom e and in school; but, in the class
recitati on, the t!wug!tt of the author is
what the pupil is expected to know ancl
express, without the diversions referred
to, and even this under I imitations, pro portionate to the age ancl advancement
of the class. A wore! here for the poor
reader. Is it not a great miscake to per mit or force him to occupy an undue
portion of the time of the exe rci se ? It
is mortifying to the pupil and in no se nse
beneftcial to other members of the class.
There is, commonly, too, a class sympathy for such unfortunates that reacts
against the rigid teacher. Such cases
have come under my notice, 1'1 quorum,
parsfui. . \dditional reading in the low er grades may furnish some remedy.
Quantity in oral reading is a large factor of succes-;. The general informa tion items of the reading lessonc; may,
however, recei \·e some attention, and
should recei\·e it.
It is well to gather up the fragments
that nothing !Jc lost. Can thi·s be done
in a way not prejudicial to su cess in
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the reading lessons? \Vhy not set apart
some time in which items of interest,
necessarily omitted, may be fully discussed ? If they are worth the time, let
us give them the time. Questions may
be written upon the board, calling for
the desired information. These may
remain upon the board during the week,
and their discussion called for on rhetori cal days, or at any time, specially
assigned for that purpose. Pronunciation matches have been recommended,
as the best way of securing improvement in that direction, and this suggestion seems to have won a general approval. Moreover, this approval is not
confined to the teachers. It has been
deemed an important literary as well as
social exercise. Doubtless it will, through
the parents, react favorably upon the
schools; for it is evident that the chi!clren of parents that read well, and
therefore pronounce well, will the more
easily acquire the same habits. How
unequal, then, the contest, when the
forty-five minutes per diem of the teacher alone has to make head against the
avabnche of false syntax, for the rest
of the day!
One brief diminution of the time to
be devoted to actual oral reading is here
reluctantly admitted. This is made in
behalf of distinct articulation. A threeminute drill in phonics, premising that
the class is under the influence of a competent teacher, will improve the rendition of tbe exercise, with comparatively
little loss of time. It is a good museular tonic for the vocal organs, somewhat
analogous to the Delsarte exercises, now
growing into favor for their influence
upon movement and attitude.
Abundant oral reading will naturally
lead to its own improvement. If there
be any consi)icious failure in our schools,

in this direction, it is not clue to too
much reading with too little criticism.
Narrative and descriptive selections
from the reading books may be used as
a basis for essays. These, of course,
should be such as have been read and
appreciated in the class. Doubtless the
pupil would be on the lookout for good
material in that line during the daily
readings, and his interest in the exercise
would be greatly strengthened thereby,
thus leading to an improved oral rendition-an important consideration.
The excellent literature of our best
series of school readers cannot, in the
nature of the case, give pupils all that is
needed. They may deliver themselves
with credit, within the range of that experience, and yet stumble quite seriously over the daily newspaper. Attempts
have therefore been made, in some instances, to introduce the dai1y newspaper into the school-room, under certain
restrictions, with the view of meeting
this difficulty. This plan, however, may
not prove feasible in all communities.
The thought and the attempt have, nevertheless, not proved fruitless.
The
most interesting and instructive items
from the daily press bave been judiciously selected, and, with careful revision, offered in an attractive form, for
the use of reading classes in the schools.
I heartily endorse this worthy enterprise. It furnishes the missing link in
the oral reading. But possibly it is mere
trifling to speak of links in our school
literature when great (?) minds from
the "city of churches" arc preparing to
rend its whole chain into fragments.
In silent reading, the work of the
teacher is more difficult. He must deal
with results rather than with processes.
It is no longer a consideration of vocal
rendition. There is to be a measure-
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ment of the pupil's capacity for attention to the subject under consideration.
Nor is it alone the natural capacity of
the pupil that is here referred to, but
also the capacity of habit and environment. With both of these the teacher
has, or may have, much to do, for the
pupil is withdrawn from other and, it
may be, opposing influences,for at least
five or six of his waking hours, and his
activities can be restrained or directed
during that period. The wise and dete rmined teacher can, in most cases (I
clo not say in all), secure industrious
application to the preparation of lessons . This is silent reading.
No one has really read that of which
he can give no account. Thus the
whole of preparation for recitation, in
all the studies of the course, consists in
the ability to read. In the arithmetical
problem, can the pupil read its requirements, or does he blindly follow a method of solution? In the wider ·range of
geometry, can he make an accurate
picture, mental and physical, of the
thing to be discussed, and thu s obtain
a basis of demonstration? In the· algebraic problem, can he diagram its conditions? In physics, can he read nature
in the language of experiment? Can he
construct his rainb ow with air-pump
and appurtenance s and determine th e
position of the observer? Can he ride
with ou t a pony into the rich preserves
of Cicero and Virgil, and take pleasure
in the excursion? Then he ha s learned
to read, indeed, ancl has acqu ired a
property of which he cannot be despoileel . Yet all this means willing work on
the part of the pupil, with constancy
and determination on the part of the
teacher.
The influence of the family interestfor there will be a family interest-will

materially ·strengthen the influence of
the teacher. This is the highest endorsement he can have in the eyes of the pupi!. The school has entered the home,
and is welcome. There is another consideration. This is an age of public
libraries. Every village has, or is to
have one. Of the making of books there
is no encl. This is also a rushing business age. Parents are busy and anxious
about worldly prospects.
They pay
tithes of mint, anise, and cummin, to
have their children educated, and so
relegate the whole affair to the teachers
and school boards. Under these ci rcu mstances, the character of the home
readin g is likely to be neglected. And
now comes the public library with its
wond erfu l attractions. Th e number of
book s taken and read is published in the
local newspaper. There is congratulati on. The village is becoming literary.
True, occasionly, some comment is
made upon the comparative amount of
ficti on called for, and also th e kind of
fiction ; but this excites only a little
flurry of criticism and this important
consideration is soo n lo st sight of. But
it shou ld not be forgotten. The public
library habit of to-clay is not one that
cultivates close attention to any valuable thought. There is an eager rush
for the latest fiction, and an eager rush
through the volum es issued. Thi s voraci ous appetite for highly-seasoned
food, long indulged, is fatal to cli gestion. The capacity for attention to th e
thought of the author is not cultivated
-nay, it is weakened by disuse. \Vould
it b e harsh or extravagant to say that in
much of th e fiction, of the kind under
consideration, tltere is no t!zougltt to
wlziclt it 'Would be 'Worf!t 'Wiu'lc to pay
allcntion 7 The wiil and not the understanding is appealed to; the emotion!:j 1
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and not their analysis. It is 'not in the
slightest degree intended herein to discredit fiction as a whole. It has its own
legitim ate field. It is intended to say
that there is a habit of reading sensation~! fiction that greatly impairs the
power of attention and thus exerts a
most unfavorable influence upon the
progress and interest of the pupil in his
school-work. Is it not well, then, to
demand of him attention to the miscellaneous work above referred to, and to
emphasize this, by examinations thereon? This difficulty in securing the power of attention necessary to the reading
of any article, is not confined to school
children. How comes it, that the two
great political parties of our country
are so evenly divided on questions requiring logical discrimination?
Is the human intellect so dull that it
cannot read two opposing articles on
the relations of gold and silver, and
forrn an opinion as to their respective
degrees of truth ? Or, that in two
speeches on the subject of the tariff, by
men of opposite political creeds, it cannot distinguish the truth? Or, that in
debating the question of an author's
rights of property in his works, there
can be a division of sentiment?
Admitting that greed, self-interest,
ambition, produce most of this conscienceless speciousness in argument,
wherein is the safeguard of the people
to be found ? There is but one answer
to this question. They must be taught
to read. The teacher must do his part.
He must be ever on the alert to see that
the pupil does his part, and he must
manage to secure the cooperati on of the
parent. Doubtless, these are but orclinary institute platitudes, yet th e teacher
may well ask himself, and frequently,
too: "Have I read this lesson in arith-

metic, in grammar, in history? Can I
lift it ~nd the pupil with it out of the
dead level _of commonplace drudgery?
Am I so familiar with its points of interest that I can put him on the alert for
their discovery?" The pupil's energies
will have been elicited when his interest
is thoroughly aroused. Then he will
begin the work of silent reading. His
interest in the exercise will be the teacher's guage of his own success.
That the teacher should fail, that he
surely will fail, in individual cases, is
not necessarily to his discredit. Usury
upon the talent that is given him is all
that can be required of any pupil, and
the failures that still mar the recitation,
under the wisest instruction, must Le
charged to the necessary evils of the
graded system.
Nor is the failure of pupils to be
liglztly condemned. The dullest of pupils in some respects, may have capacities in other directions, outside of the
teacher's requirements, that furnish ample compensation. Perhaps the method
above alluded to of securing attention
in silent reading may be brought more
clearly before us by inserting some of
the questions placed upon the board for
discussion by the cla::;s, in one of our
schools:I.
Reasons for thinking that Germany will withdraw her prohibition of
American pork.
2.
Give an account of the Lake
Minnetonka Mound.
3· Criticism of the Century upon the
state control of the Yosemite Valley.
4· News in regard to the Iron Gates
of the Danube.
5· \\ ho are the parties to the Triple
Alliance, and why was it formed?
6. \Vhy is the position of the Sultan
of Morocco very critical at this time?
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7. What is meant by reciprocity in
trade ? How is it usually secured? 'Vhat
criticism upon this method?
8. What new European state is proposed, and why?
These questions and others not so
closely connected with our subject are
placed upon the board two or three days
before the time of their discussion, every week. There is also, usually, one
reading lesson during the week, covering the ground, partially, of the questions on the board. This reading lesson, oral, is by the lowest of the three
grades that are to discuss them.
The pupils, without exception, unless
in cases where there are more than one
from the same family, are subscribers
to a paper containing the necessary information. Every pupil in the room is
called upon, in his turn, to answer the
questions upon the board. For convenience, as to limit of discussion by the
pupils, and the greater frequency, of
each one's turn in answering, the pupils
are divided into two sections, with separate teachers: The standing of the pupil is recorded. This, combined with
the results of examinations at suitable
intervals, constitutes their report in what
may be appropriately called silent reading. One of the greatest advantages of
this exercise, I repeat, is the discussion
of the topics, in the family circle. This
is sure to follow . The parents them selves are often stimulated thereby to a
fuller study of the important articles of
the daily newspape r: and the children,
thrQugh them, learn to look for something else,-occasionly, at least, besides
the base ball scores, or the continued
story. A word to those who may think
of introducing the newspaper or some
well annotated edition thereof, into the
.;lfl,ss-rqon1. A difficulty may aris{;! at

once as to the politics of the paper.
This may be met by taking the best of
both kinds, in their turn, or at the same
time . Of course, politics cannot be
wholly eliminated, without great injury
to the interest of the paper, and it is also very true that political discussion
would elicit the best efforts of the clas:;.
One word to the teacher who may be
disposed to make the experiment of trying a pJ.per, properly edited for the
school -room. There may be objections
made to the expense. This is sure to b e
the case, in some instances, without the
slightest regard to the moderatene s of
the price. Probably some one will go
to the Board members and complain
that it is a foolish enterprise-an un necessary expense. He may add that
"he has carefully examined the paper
and will give his assurance that there is
really nothing of it of any value.'' But
let not the teacher abandon a wonhy
enterprise. The next year there will be
few complaints, and the next, probably
none at all. The excellent supplementary reading furnished by se veral publishing houses, has greatly extended the
teacher's range of inOuencc as to the
character of the r eadi ng by the pupils,
at the same time proved a •r reat relief
to them. It is the undoubted privilege
and duty of every teacher who has any
thing to do with the subject of reaclin(l",
to insist upon a generous supp ly of su h
additional matter as will relie ve the tc dium of several pieces and stimulate a
love for the good, the true, and the bcau tiful in literature . If the pre. ent gcn eralion docs not learn to read, it will
not be for lack of an abundant supply
of the b est material in the most atlra tive form. True;:, our publi libraries
are well furni . heel, but we must look to
the t{;!achGr first, the parent next, tq
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lead the way to its enjoyment.
It is much easier to form than to reform any taste. The one who is an enthu siast, who !horoughly believes and
c\iligently practises what he believes, is
the one who succeeds in making converts
to his faith. Have we, teachers, so cultivated the faculty of attention, that we
can read and know what we have read?
Can \\'e read the articles of Blaine and
Mills and Gladstone, and clearly dis. cover the force of their arguments? Can,
and do we read Lowell, and Thoreau,
and Hawthorne, and Eollgfellow, and
drink in the beauties of their every line?
Then shall we the better teach others
to read.

Wlzat is it to read? It is to stand beneath the cloudless sky of Egypt and
Chaldea and discern in the glittering
movements overhead, the beginnings of
the science of astronomy. It is to gaze
upon the bubbling throes of the tea kettie until the mighty giant steps forth and
does obeisance to his master. It is to
see in th.e light of the electric flash a
wondrous revelation as well as power.
It is to look into the mysterious records
of sonorous vibration until, under the
spell of a magician greater than Champollion, their hieroglyphics are forced
to give utterance to their own interpretation.
-Education.

COMPOSITION.
MANT!E

J

E.

IV.

BALDWIN.

z. Capitals.
N the preceding articles on composition, nothing was said as to the manPoints.
Possessives.
agement of the work.
I Abb reviations.
Composition is simply applied gram3· Punctuation . ~ Divided Syllamar. Once a week, then, instead of
1
bles.
hearing the regular classes in languageCompound words
Contractions.
lessons and grammar, hear the reading
of the compositions and letters which
4· Bad Grammar.
S· \Vrong meaning.
the pupils have prepared outside of
6. Accuracy.
school.
The teacher should collect
7· Using same word or idea too ofthese after they have been read in the
classes and examine them. Each error ten.
8. Using too many words.
should be car fully marked, not correct9· Commonplace Expressio ns and
ed. The pupil should make the proper
corrections when the article is returned Slang.
I o. Clearness.
to him.
I I. Completeness.
A scale of criticism should be used.
Iz. Form.
A simple one that each pupil may easily
a. Letter .
understand. One something like this
Heading.
may serve the purpose.
Addre .
Scale of Criticism.
I.
Spelling.
Mar in .

r

l
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Paragraphing.
Arrangement of Subject.
Subscription.
Folding.
Superscription.
Stamp .
b. Essays.
Title.
Margins.
Paragraphing.
Arrangement of Topics.
Numbering pages.
Folding.
Signature.
13. Miscellaneous.

r Blots.

I Interlining.
I4. Penmanship. ~ Careless writing.
I Writing with penL
cil.

Criticise gently at first.
Let the
criticisms be more on the side of commendations than of errors. The criticism
of errors may become more rigid and
severe as the pupils gain experience in
wntmg. Probably it ,would be wise to
use only the first three points in the
scale in criticising the articles written
by second and third reader pupils. They
do well to get the spelling, capitals, and
punctuation right.
Teach all of the
pupils to use short, periodic sentences.
This may make their writing seem somewhat monotonous and stiff j but the
thoughts will be more clearly and forcibly expressed than if long sentences
were used.
Beginners in writing have a great
fondness for big words, long sentences,
and meaningless expressions.
Teach
them to t!titzk tlze sentences out clearly before tlzey attempt to write tlzem. First
have something to say, then say it in
simple words and sentences.
Have the work at first written on slates.

As the pupils become more expert, use
paper and ink. Occasionally pL.1.c...: on
the board an exercise that is faulty in
capitals, spelling, punctuation, and construction, and have the more advanced
pupils write it correctly on their slates
or on paper, giving reasons for the corrections they make. It is not a wise
plan to have beginners criticise each
other. There is no work in which pupils are more sensitive than in essay
writing. They will take criticisms kindly from the teacher, because they feel
that the teacher's judgment is good, and
his criticisms are meant solely for their
improvement. More advanced pupils
may sometimes criticise one another's
work advantageously. Impress upon all
the fact that the word criticise means,
in its broadest sense, to point out the
excellencies as well as the faults in a
literary production. Sometimes have
them tell of good points only, such as a
neat margin, correct spelling, clear sen tences, beautiful thoughts, &c.
Have a definite time in which the corrections on the essays should be given.
Make a recitation of it, the same as the
reading of essays.
In marking the ·errors in essays and
letters, place the number corresponding to the error immediately below the
mistake. A figure one is placecl below
a misspelled word , a figure two below
one wrongly capitalized, or not capitalized when it should be, and so on through
the scale. This scale can be greatly enlarged, if desired.
nly the most common errors are named in the one here
given.
Adapt the use of the scale to the ·
knowledge of the pupils in the different
grades. Do not insist too strongly ~>n
precision at first, Lecausc it will discourage young learners and make them
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diffident in expressing their thoughts.
The main thing is to give each child
a subject about which he knows or may
learn something, and then let him tell
his knowl.edge as simply as possible.
Teach the pupils to make an outline
or plan before attempting to write either a letter or an essay. Then insist on
the outline's being strictly followed.
This will cause the pupils to be systematic, and to think connectedly. It will
also enable them to be concise and clear
in the expression of thought.
Suppose the second reader pupils are
to write upon "An Apple." Place the
apple before them. Let them observe
its size, color, shape. Let them hancUe it to feel its smooth skin, its weight,
its odor, and any peculiarity it may
have. Cut it that they may see the
white, firm pulp, the cells for the seeds,
and the seeds themselves. Let them
taste it, anc.l talk a little about it. They
are then ready to make an outline, perhaps like this :
An Apple.
r. ·what an apple is.
2. \Vhat the name of this one is.
3· \Vhat can be seen on the outside.
4· \Vhat can be se'en on the inside.
5· Its weight, taste, odor.
6. \Vhat the rind is for. The pulp.
The seeds.
7· \Vhere this apple came from. How
it grew, &c.
Each topic in the outline requires a
separate paragraph in the essay. A paragraph usually consist of several sentences.
More difficult subject should be treateel in a similar way. Each child might
take a particular apple tree, one with
which he is familiar at home. He hould
inspect its trunk, bark, branche leaves,
blossoms, and fruit. Then make an

outline by which he shall write an essay,
describing, as nearly as possible, the
appearance of the tree.
Specific subjects should always be
given . General subjects are too difficult
for pupils in the public schools, or, in
fact, in any school. Thorough familiarity with the subject is necessary to
enable one to write well . Limit the
time to be spent upon the preparation
of the production. Limit the length
of the production. By so doing, the
pupil will c.lo better work ancl learn that
important thing concentration.
I have thought it well to append to
this artide some instructions for writing
reviews.
The first thing necessary is thorough
familiarity with the book, article, or
poem to be reviewed. It must be read
and re-read.
Every expression and
passage must be understood. The plan
or plot of story must be mapped out.
The author's intention in writing the
work must be understood. The reviewer must enter into the fullest sympathy
with the author, must try to see the subject as the author saw it. Then a general plan might be made; thus,!. Author.
2. Nature of the work.
3· Scope or plan.
4· Strong points.
5· Pleasing features.
6. Clo ing Remarks.
This general plan may then be developed. It is here presumed that the reviewer will select only standard works
to re\·iew, so no mention has been made
of weak points, or of unintere ting or
unpleasant features in the work.
Below is given an outline for a review on 'cott's •'Lady of the Lake." A
similar plan may be pur ued with any
other work, whether pro e or poetry.
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The outline is intended to be suggestive,
4· Antipathy between Highlandcn
only. Each writer must develop the and Low landers.
points to suit his views.
IV. Give plan of poem.
LADY OF THE LAKE.
r. Time repre sented,-Six days.
I. \Vrite briefly of the author.
2. Prelude to each canto.
r. Tell whether American or English.
3· Each day's transactions represent2. Tell whether poet or prose writer,
ed in a canto.
or both. •
4· Conclusion, or Afterlude.
3· Tell his rank amongst writers.
V. Characters,
4· Tell the rank of this poem among
r. Ellen Douglas : her personal aphis poems.
pearance, manners, disposition, and
II. Give mechanical execution of the character.
poem.
2. Fitz- James.
r. Kincl of lines.
3· Roderick Dhu.
2. Kind of measures.
4· Douglas.
3· Kind of rhym es.
5. Allan- Bane.
6. Other characters.
4· Arrangement of stanzas.
VI. Descriptions of Natural Scenery.
IlL Give subject of the poem.
r. Scotch bord er warfare in what cen- VII. Vividness of Scenes enacted.
tury.
VIII. Fine sentiments.
IX. Pleasing figures, expressions, ancl
2. Highlanders; their manners, dress,
customs, &c.
passages.
X. Closing remarks.
3· Lowlanders.

SCHOOL DISCIPLINE.

T

HE aim of school discipline should
be twofold, immediate and remote.
The immediate aim is that s~ate of quietness ane.l order which is necessary for
the effective conduct of the work of the
school. The remot e aim is the creation
of those habits of industry, helpfulness,
benevolence, and self-cont rol which
constitute the elements of manly character.
\Ve are apt to be too well satisfied if
the immediate aim alone is secured.
The old-fashioned schoolmaster u eel to
boast that the order in his school was
·o good that one coultl hear a pin drop.
But a very little reflection will convince
us that dropping pin- is but a small

part of the duties of life, or even of the
school - room, and that we are called upon still less to spencl our time in listening for the sound of pins when they
happen to be dropped. The old schoolmaster left out of sight the remote aim
of discipline, and in considering the immediate aim he mistook the means for
the end. It should never be forgotten
that the quiet of the school-room i'3 only
a necessary means to an indispensable
end, and never an end in itself.
It is quite possible for a school to be
too quiet. _\ll unne essary quietness
that is aLLainecl through positive pain of
the pupils i::; excessive.
All quietness that is secured at the ex-
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pense of what is more valuable is costly.
An awkward gait, fixed for life by walking on tiptoe to avoid the noise caused
by touching the keels to the floor, is too
great an infliction to impose upon a child
for the sake of a slightly higher degree
of stillness in the school-room. Men
have heels as well as toes, and they walk
more gracefully and firmly by using both;
hence, children should be allowed to
walk on both, and thus walk in school
as they ought to walk out 0f school.
Life is too short to teach men and wornen to move with the precision and noiselessness of well regulated machines;
hence, children should not be drilled in
moving with machine-like exactness and
silence. There is a certain amount of
rub and rattle and bustle and clatter,
mcident to the use of pens, pencils,
slates, and books, which the wise teacher will do well to allow and not attempt
to suppress. Let all needed movements
in the school-room be made in the same
way, with the same degree of rapidity,
and with the same amount of noise,
that would be proper out of the schoolroom. Death-like stillness and arbitrary repression are as destructive of moral and intellectual growth in the school
as in the family.
But a sharp distinction, is to be made
between the necessary noise of earnest
industry and the willful confusion resulting from unrestrained mischief.
·while necessary noise is to be cheerfully allowed, unnecessary noise is to be
avoided. No pupil is to do what will
disturb and distract the attention of the
others. During the time for quiet work
no pup11 is to move about the room,
raise his hand, ask a question, offer a
suggestion, or do anything el e which
will interrupt the progress of the class.
The asking and answering of a single

question in the midst of the solution ·of
a problem by a class usually wastes an
aggregate of from two to ten hours of
time. The teacher should be sure to
make all needed explanations, give all
necessary directions, and see that due
preparation has been made by all the
pupils, before the work begins ; but
when the time for class work has come,
he should allow nothing to be done but
the work assigned. Interruption by a
pupil is to be regarded as a misdemeanor. It is better to allow a pupil to lose
half an hour of his own time than to
permit him to waste ten hours of the
time of the class.
One other thing needs to be said in
this connection. The teacher himself
should not become a nuisance during
the study hour. If he has done his preparatory work properly, the best service
he can render the class during the time
devoted to study is to sit down, and, in
stillness and silence, see that every pupil attends to the work assigned. N othing is more disturbing to a class, and
few things are more irritating to studious pupils than the incessant interruptions and the everlasting prattle of a loquacious teacher. The interruption of
a pupil's train of thought is just as harmful when made by a teacher as when
made by another pupil.
There are
times in every well regulated school
when universal quiet and silence are of
priceless value, and when speech, whether by pupil or teacher, is a crime. Study
plays too small a part in the modern
school. It should not be harmed by
act or word. By all means, learn to
preserve inviolate the sacred silence of
the study hour.
Another condition of good work in
school is a certain amount of uniformity
of action on the part of the pupils. Reg-
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ularity and punctuality in attendance
are essential to the best progress; and
of not much less importance is regularity in leaving at noon and at night. The
reflex influence, both upon pupils and
teachers, of detaining pupils after school
is an almost unmitigated evil. The pupil who expects to remain after his
friends have gone will usually try to extract as much pleasure as possible out
of their companion sh ip while they do
stay.
Detention of pupils generally
sends them away with feelings of malice
toward the teacher, and often with a determination to make up the lost time at
the next session; and then it unfits the
teacher for his best work the next clay.

for which special provision must be
made. If a pupil has marked ability in
any particular study, so that he can do
all you want him to do in a particular
lesson sooner than the rest of the class,
arrange beforehand for the use of his
spare time. If he is a fine mathematician and a poor speller, give him work
in spelling to fill up the unused part of
the arithmetic hour; and have it uncl'erstood that when his arithmetical work is
finished he is to begin the work on spelling immediately without admonition
from the teacher, or disturbance of the
class. Let similar provision be made
for every pupil of exceptional ability in
any direction.

There are certain uniform movements
in writing, drawing, and gymnastics,
which must be followed by all in order
for reasonable progress to be made, or
even for the instruction to be given.
Time spent in teacbing children the angle at which a slate pencil must be held
to avoid creaking, or in showing them
how to hold the pen so that it will not
scatter the ink, or how to walk so as not
to scuff is time well spent. It not only
avoids confusion, but makes possible
the needed quiet of the school-room.
Does the question arise: \Vhat shall
be done with those members of the class
who finish their assigned work sooner
than the rest? To this question tbere
are two answers. As a rule, so assign
the work that each pupil will have all
the work that he can do in tbe allotted
time. A difficult problem at the end of
the lesson may often hold a bright lad
to the end of the hour. Bear in mind,
too, that repetition is an essential element in the acquisition of skill, or in
learning so that there ult will be available for all time. But there are cases

A pupil should go out from the school
with such babits of sitting, standing,
walking, ge5ticulation, and speech as he
ought to practice in polite society
through life, so far as these habits would
result from the doing of all that is re quired to be clone in school in the best
possible way. A stooping posture in
sitting or standing, a shufAing gait in
walking, the mouthing or clipping of
words, and other bad habits of physical
action should never result from the repetition of acts required or allowe 1 in
the school. The physical actions demanded in school should be such as will
result in the habits of physical action
that should be followed through life.
The same is true of intellc tual, aesthetic and moral habits of action. There
i. something wrong in the discipline of
the school when its pupils go through
life with their eyes closed and their
minds thoughtless. The result of school
life should be habits of observation and
thought. The studer.t should take with
him into active life a love of the beautiful and the good. He should be ha-

* * * *
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bitually obedient to all rightful authori- ually in subjection to the law of right
ty, industrious, devoted to the good of and duty.
-Larhn Dunton, LL.D.
others, a lover of learning, and fond of in Education.
good books. His will should be habit-

1
ARITHMETIC.

XI.

(Perccntacre.)
II. B.

DROWN.

N this subject the learner should have is desired in the result, must come at
a thorough <.hill on the four cases ; the right of the sign of equality. In
this case, per cent. is required in there VlZ:
sult, henceI. To find any per cent. of a number.
I. $6oo = roo per cent.
2. To find what per cent. one num2. $r = u~o of roo per cent.= t per
ber is of another.
cent.
3· To find the number when a certain
3· rs=rsx~ percent.=\{' per cent.
part of it and the rate per cent. are giv= 2 Yz per cent.
en.
. ·. $r5 is 2 Yz per cent. of $6oo.
4· To find a number, when one which

I

is a certain per cent. greater or less than
the one required , is given.
It is not so much the number of problems, as the principles that must be given.
These cases will now be illustrated.
I. Case I.
Find 6 per cent. of 8oo.
I. roo per cent. =8oo.
2. r per cent, =Th of 8oo=8.
3· 6 per cent. =6 X 8 =;48.
.. 6 per cent. of 8oo is 48.
Find ~ per cent. of 6oo.
I. roo per cent. =6oo
2. r per cent. = r~u of 6oo=6.
3· ~per cent. =%X 6=4 Yz ·
. . ~ per cent. of 6oo is 4 3iz .
II. Case II.
, rs is how many per cent. of , 6oo?
In every problem there is l)me quantity that is represented by roo per ent.
It rnu t be rem mbered that whate\'er

~

is what per cent. of ~· ?
3=roo per cent.
2. i=1 of roopercent.=2o percent.
3· ·~ or r =6 X 20 per cent.= r 20 per
cent.
4· ~=~X r 20 per cent. = 90 p er
cent.
. ·. % is 90 per cent. of ~ .
I.

III. Case III.
300 is 6 per cent. of what number.
1. roo per cent. =t he number.
2. 6 per cent. =3oo.
3· r per cent.=~ of 3oo=so.
4· roo per cent. =roox so=sooo.
.. 300 is 6 per cent. of sooo.
r lb. Troy is what per cent. of a lb .
Avoirdupois?
r. r lb. Troy=si6ogr.
2. r lb. Av. =jooo gr.
3· jooo gr. =roo per cent.
4· I gr.=, o1ou of roo per cent. = ,10
per cent.
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5· 5760 gr.=576oX7\rper cent.=82 +
per cent .
. ·. I lb. Troy is 82 ~ per cent. of I lb.
Avoirdupois.
IV. Case IV.
I6o is 20 per cent. less than what
number?
1. Ioo per cent. =the number.
2. 1oo per cent.-2o per cent.
8o
per cent.
3· 8o per cent.= I 6o.

5· Ioo per cent.=IooX2=2oo.
. . 16o is 20 per cent. less than 200.
420 is 40 per cent. more than what
number?
1. Ioo per cent. =the number.
2. Ioo per cent. +4o per cent.= I 40
per cent.
3· 140 per cent. =420.
4· I per cent. = do of 420=3·
5· 100 per cent. =Ioo X 3=300 .
. . 420 is 40 per cent. more than 300.

TilE TRUE TEACHER.

w. II.

T

HE true teacher is a rara az•is. By
this we do not mean that l1e is not
more numerou now than ever before.
Though he is not a nece sary product
of modern educational methods, he can
not be limited to the good "old time"
of perfect pedagogical freedom. The
true teacher will develop in spite of
surroundings. He differs from other
products in that he is not dependent up on environments for the essentials of
his being.
The college can neither
make nor mar him. The normal schools
may fill him so full of "theory and
practice," and so decorate him with
models and formulas that his own mother would not recognize him, but when
he comes to active sen·ice he will shake
off these incumbrance a: David clicl the
armor of aul, and like him he will go
forth to battle and return a conqneror.
The p . ychologist and pedagogical enthu iast may enlarge his brain, broaden
his view of the soul, ancl impre . him
with the wonderful capabilities of the
human intellect, but all the. e may, or
may not add to his power as a teacher.

BANTA.

·what macle Pestalozzi a teacher?
o
other man has so influenced primary
education. \Vl1y? Because he was imbued with the spirit of the teacher. lie
was in perfect sympathy with growing,
inquiring, hungry humanity. His great
heart of love throbb ed in unison with
childhood. II c 'Was a cluld to the end
of his life. The very same spirit that
animated the learner was also in th'
teacher. Every pang of pain suffered
by the learn er, caused him to groan in
sympatl1y. Every bubble of joy well
ing in the heart of the children, ausecl
his own loving h eart to 'Swell with de
light. Their disappointments were his.
Hi s disciple, Frocl>el was a real tea hcr. The kindergarten grew first in his
heart of love, and then took form in
providing useful and invigorating play
for the children.
But these two examples wi 11 suffice
to show what we mean by the true spi rit of the teacher, or, rather the spirit
of the trnc teacher. Those ma hines''
ordinarily called "teachers' who grind
out their gri t of "recitation·" every
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day, jamming one into a narrow niche,
anu cramming another so as to make
him large enough to fit a niche of the
same dimensions, would all be well
enough were the educated intended to
be machines like their instructors. But
since the products of our schools are to
be 1i ving, independent, responsible,
thinking, worshiping intelligent beings,
it were better if we had more Pestalozzis

and Froebels. To the one who would
become a teacher, the writer would
venture this suggestion :-Seek first a
perfect love of nature, and a profound
sympathy with children. See that you
are endued with the educational enthusiasm ef the hero of Grande Pointe, then
give the schools a chance to add all the
other necessary qualifications and suecess is certain.

SOME LESSONS IN DRAWING.

X.

(Perspective D rawing.)
G. W.

FERGUSO .

7l" CIRCULAR plane appears as a Hold the model vertical at arm's length
t l true circle when a line drawn from with its center on the level of the eye,
the eye to the center of such a plane
forms right angles with its surface:
when viewect from any other point it
appears as an ellipse. For instan ce, if
you hold a tea cup so that you look directly into it the top will appear as a
circle, but on placing the cup at a little
distance from you in an upright position on the table, the eye being above
the cup, the top will be found shortened in one direction in appearance. It
now presents an elliptical appearance.
Yeeping the cup at arm's length and
slowly raising it, you will observe that
the ellipse grows narrower until the level of the eye is reached, where the top
of the cup appears as a straight line.
Reverse the cup, hold it in the same
relative position and slowly raise it
above the eye and the ellipse will appear to grow wider and wider. Similar
changes take place when the cup i
moved in a horizontal direction.
The pupil should now provide himself with a circular figure cut from a
piece of pasteboard, on which he should
draw two diameters at right angles to
each other · also secure a thread to its
center.

with the thumb and fore finger of the
other hand draw the thread tight and
close to the eye and it will be observed
that the thread forms angles of 90° or
right angles with the surface of the figure.
If the model be tipped, the angle
formed between the thread and nearer
half of the model grows smaller, ancl
hence, the ellipse appears narrower, and
the smaller the angle the narrower the
ellipse, so we find that an ellipse may
be anywhere between a circle and a
straight line. See fig 1.
vVe will now apply these principles to
drawing from the object, beginning with
the cylinder. Place
the cylinder in an upright position with the
upper end on the level
of the eye. Here it
appears as a straight
line as at I. The other end will appear to
curve according to the
di tance it is below
the eye.
If the cylinder extends from 2 to 5,
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the lower ellipse may be many times the
width of the upper in appearance.
This being true, the visible edge of
the lower end of the cylinder appears to
curve downward more than the nearer
edge of the upper end. That is, it
comes nearer a circle because the angle
AOP, is greater than the angle ACB.
You notice that the shorter axis is at
right angles to the longer and were it
extended downward it would lie directly in the center of the cylinder. ·w hat
is true of these lines while the cylinder
is in an upright position is true of them
when the cylinder is in any position.
To draw a cylinder in a receding position, first get the slope of the longer
axis of the ellipse; make it of any length,
bisect it, draw a line through the point
of bisection and at right angles to the
longer axis. Compare Lhe slwrter with
the longer axis and when you have decided on their relative lengths, set off
half of the shorter axis on either side of
the longer and draw the ellipse.
Extend the shorter axis in the direction the cylinder is inclined and set off
the length of the cylinder thereon.
The length should be compared with
the width or length of the ellipse. Draw
the lines ~ounding sides of cylinder.
These lines are tangential to the
ellipse ; that is, they touch but do not
cut into the ellipse. The eye cannot
see half way round the cylinder unless
it be located at least seven or more
times its diameter away from it, so the
side lines will not always be drawn from
the ends of the longer axis.
The slope should be determined with
the eye. Finish with the line at the

If the cylinder is turned to one side
you should catch the pencil loosely by
the point of the lead and allow it to
hang as a plumb, holding it so that by
closing one eye you can just look past
it and see the outer point on tl1c farther
end. Compare the distance from the
pencil to the nearest point on nearer
end, with the width of nearer end as indicated by vertical lines in the figure.
Hold the pencil in a similar way but
parallel to the longer axis and compare
distances. See dotted lines.
Hold as in last figure to ascertain
heights.
ee horizontal lines.

land. On what sort of ve. sci would you
Go by water from Duluth to Cleve- go? Through what lakes and riv ers? In

An Exercise for Review in Geography.
1.

farther end, which should curve more
than the nearer end, because a line
drawn from the eye to its center would
form a greater angle than that formed
at the center of the ·nearer end. You
should make it a point to draw the
farther ellipse complete so as not to get
it too flat.
To tell whether you have drawn the
cylinder too long when it is running directly a way from you, hold your pencil
in a horizontal position, close one eye,
look, raise or lower the pencil until you
can just see under it and see the upper
part of the farther end, compare the
distance between the pencil and upper
part of nearer end with the width of
nearer end.
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'vhat directions? \Yhat load would be
taken? \\'hat interesting things would
you see on the way? \Vhat islands, and
vegetation? t what ports would you
top? How would the vessel get from
Lake Superior into St. 1:ary's River?
7
\ \ hat
cargo would the vessel take back
to Duluth? How far is it by water from
Duluth to Cleveland? How long would
it take to go?
z. Go by land from Duluth to Cleveland.
'Through what states, across
what rivers, and on what railways would
you go? \Vhat would you see growing
in the fields along the way? \Vhat trees
in the forests? Through what important
cities would you pas ? \Vhat is manufactured in each city? \Vhat things

bought? \Vhat sold? How far is it by
land?
3· Take a journey to the city of Rome.
Tell how you would go: on what railways, ships, &c.? In what directions?
Through w~at states and countries? On
what waters? What would you see on the
way? Manufactures? Agricultural products? Things bought and sold? What
occupations of the people? What kind
of people? Their language, government,
and religion? ·what would most interest
you in Rome? \Vhy? How would you
return? Through what kinds of climate
would you have gone? How far? Such
exercises may be varied to suit the needs
of the class. ~Mantie E. Baldwin.

PSYCHOLOGY-THE ELABORATIVE FACULTY .
H.

W

E l1ave seen that in the working
of the faculty now under consideration, there are three things implied:
one belonging to the external world ;
one to the internal, or psychic, world ·
and the name. The first is the varions
classes, or kinds, of things, the animals,
vegetables, etc.; the second is the concept, or notion; the third, in logic is
the terms of the proposition, and in
grammar the common or clas ·,nouns.
\Ve have seen, al ·o that the concept
and of course the corresponding class
and term, is alway to be regarded as
made up of a substance, or subject, too-ether with a certain definite aggregate
of attributes,- +A+ B + C + etc.
ow, this sum, or aggregate, of attributes i called the con/('lt/ of the conept, or term. The logical content is
always a perfectly definite quantity or

.
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sum,-vertebrate= S +A +B+ C+D,
nothing more, nothing less; the scientific, or descriptive, content may be a
much fuller and richer affair. A triangle is a plane figure having three angle ,
that is the logical content of the term ;
for une who has studied geometry the
term usually implies very much more,
the sum of its angles is always two right
angles etc., etc. The description of a
plant in systematic botany usually embraces very much more than the bare
logical content of the term, whatever
that may be. An exogen, in its logical
content, is a vegetable that has flov;'ers,
and whose woody fibers are in layers
added one after another· but the scientific content usually add , having two
seed-leave and netted veins in the perfeet leave . This circumstance make
it necessary to divide the attributes

....
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themselves into different kinds, or classes. The attribute which is used to make
the class and separate the class from
coordinate classes, is called the difference, or differentia.
Thus, A is the
differentia of Matter, it differences, or
separates, matter from other things which
we can think about, but which do not
affect the senses, for example, mind ; B
is the differentia of Organic, it separates
organic matter from inorganic; B is the
differentia of Inorganic, it separates inorganic matter from organic, etc., etc., etc.
The differentia is often called the specific attribute, since it makes the class,
or kind, which in logic is called the
species with reference to the higher
class, which is called the genus. Thns,
Matter is the genus of which Organic
and Inorganic are the species; Organic
is the genus of whichAnimalanu Vegetable are the species, etc., etc., etc.
The attributes which any species has in
common with its genus and its coOI·clinate species are called generic attributes.
Thus, A and B are generic attributes of
Animal and Vegetable, since they are attributes which those species have obtaineel from their genus Organic, and which
they have in common with each other
as well as with the genus. It will be
noticed that what is a specific attribute
of a class when the class is viewed as
a species, becomes generic when the class
is viewed as a genus made up of lower
classes, or species. The logical content, then, of a concept, or term, is
made up of a differentia, or specific
attribute, together with a definite number of generic attributes dependent in
number upon the number of higher
classes, or genera, above the given species.
All this is some what abstract, but it
is important and should be thought over
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until it is all clear, since clearness of
thought is as much dependent upon
ha·.ring these matters clear, as it is in
having the technicalities of geometry or
any other science clear.
As has been said, outside of the specific and the generic attributes, which
make up the logical content of the term,
are an indefinite number of other attributes, which make the content rich and
full.
Of this kind, are the various
truths pro,·ecl of triangles and other figures in geometry, and the descripti\'e
attributes of the various sciences. They
belong to every incli vidual of the clas:;,
and are called properties. Thus, the
term "noun," using it as it commonly
is used in grammar, has for generic attributes, whatever those are that make
up the term "parts of speech"; for its
specific attribute, naming; and for its
properties, case, number, ancl gender.
Attributes that belong to the individual
merely as an individual are called accidents.
Again, attributes are divided, chieOy
for rhetorical purposes, in to the three
classes, qualities, actions, and relations.
Qualities are those attributes that a1 e
usecl in making classes, they tell what
sort, (the word quality comes from the
Latin qualis=what sort). If I say, a
good boy, and mean to imply that there
are boys who are not good, goorl is a
quality attribute, it puts the term boy
into its proper class, or kind. These
quality attributes are often thought of
in such way as to make them not properly qualities, or qualifying attributes,
not as properly putting their subjects into a class, but as either properties or
accidents. Tlnts, if I say "a ~Ialtese
kitten," Maltest is a real qualifying attribute, it puts its subject kitten into its
class and implies that there are other
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classes of kittens. If I say "a playful
kitten," playful, while having the form
of a qualifying · attribute, does not express a quality in the proper sense; it
merely expresses an attribute common
to all kittens without putting the subject into its class, it is a property, and
not a generic or specific attribute. If I
say "Alexander the Great," or "l~onest
Abe Lincoln," the attributes, great and
honest, are mere accidents, tliey do not
belong to their subjects as generic, specine, or property attributes, but as simply attributes of the individual.
vVhen a term, or class, or concept, is
thought of as made up of lower classes
or individuals, it is said to be userl extensively and to have extension, or
breadth, or denotation; where it is
thought of as made up of attributes, it
is said to be used intensively and to have
intension, or depth, or con-notation, or
comprehension. It is evident, that the
greater the extension of a term, the less
its intension must be ; and z1ice versa.
The greater the number of things the
fewer must be the attributes which they
have in common, and the greater the
number of attributes the fewer must be
the things to which they belong.
A
simple inspection of the classification
given in the former article and the way
it was. made will render this perfectly
plain.. The matter is important and is

worth all the attention needed to make it
plain.
The process called classification,
sometimes specification, is probably
plain enough. It is accomplished by
adding attributes, thus increasing the intension and decreasing the extension of
the term. Evidently there must be an
opposite process, and it is called generalization, or generification.
Two or more coordinate classes may
be regarded as parts of the larger class
as a whole. Of course, with their differentiae still constituting a part of their
content, they cannot be added to make
the larger class as a sum. Thus, animal
and vegetable are the parts that constitute the larger whole, organic matter.
Dropping the differentiae they may be
added together, and the sum will be organic matter. The process is analogous
to that of reducing fractions to a common denominator, or pints and bushels
to some common denomination before
adding. The term, too, is often applierl
to the process by which some imperfectly known fact is placed in a class of
well known facts. Newton thus explained the motion of the moon, by showing
that it was really only a case of the
well-known class of falling bodies. Indeed, all scientific theories are nothing
more than this process of generali za.tion.
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Extract from a L ecture
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HE question as to which has the
greater influence in the formation
of character, heredity or environment
is a very interesting one. If you plant
a thistle seed and an orange seed in the
same plot of ground and let them grow to-
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gether in the same earth, the same air, the
same sunlight and the same care, is there
any question as to what the result would
be? Although the analogy between plant
heredity and environment does ~ot hold
strictly with regard to human heredity
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and environment, it is certainly true
that an individual receives a very strong
bias from his heredity. Strong inclinations and congenital deformities of character thus conferred remain, to a certain extent through life, just as do inherited physical infirmities. A boy born
with one leg shorter than the other will
have to go lame all his life and the boy
born with a crippled or deformed brain
must go through life in a deformed mental condition in spite of possible favorable surroundings. Nevertheless, we must
recognize the fact that many individuals, inheriting badly deformed brains,
do, under favorable conditio n s, develop
very different characteristics from what
they would under unfavorable conclitions; but a person with good heredity
and one with bad heredity cannot possibly develop equally under the same environment and conditions.
The question of heredity also involves
that of individual responsibility. Look
over the inmates of any State prison and
you will come to the conclusion that
they are a race by themselves and that
many of them were born to go there.
Most of them have small heads and deformed skulls, the sides of the skull unequal and but few of them are in sound
physical health. The great majority of
convicts show in their faces evidences
of degeneracy and a low type of character. In fact, the type is so distinctly marked that we have what is known
as the ''criminal class."
A very interesting line of study has
been carried on in Russia within the
last few years by a lady physician. She
chose as her subjects thieves and other
low classes of women in some of the
large cities such as Moscow and St.
Petersburg. She took careful measurements of the face and skull in different
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directions and also measurements of the
chest. By careful comparisons of these
measurements she learns that such women are physically deformed; that their
brains are too small; that one side of
the skull is developed more than the
other and that nearly all of them we~r
upon their faces, evidences of imbecility. · Many of them are epileptics or sufferers from some other constitutional
disorder. These studies are significant
and indicate a very intimate relation ship between physical and moral health.
The motto which the ancient Greek philosophers placed over their temples, "A
sound mind in a sound body," ought to
be more widely considered than it is.
As before remarked, we cannot determine how much human beings are responsible for what they do. If a man
steals, it may be bccJ.·Jse he has acqU~isi
tiveness largely developed in his brain
while his conscientiousness is small, for
a man whose moral organs or small and
who has large acquisitiveness is almost
certain to be a thief. Is he then any
more responsible for not walking along
in the straight line of hone sty than another man who has inherited some deformity of his limbs, is responsible for
not walking as symme trically as a man
with equal legs? We must admit th<:. t
sllch persons are respo nsi ble to a certain
degree for their acts, but just the degree
no one but God really knows. Our
civil laws howeve r, make no difference
in their judgment of such , and of thosr,
who with good moral development, allow
themselves to descend in the scale until
they lose all sense of propriety and the
ri ghts of property and become thieves.
The subject of heredity and its principles and inOuences, should be rightly
understood by every parent. Children
have a divine right to be well born.

JlOTES:- SCIE.NTIFIC .il.ND OTHER WISE.

A Wonderful Star that N o Man
Has Yet Seen.

Just now Mr. S. C. Chandler, of Boston, has- made what may be called a
discovery by the aid of mathematical
methods, recalling the achievement of
Leverrier and Adams in the detection
of Neptune fifty years ago. There is in
the northern sky a star known as Algol,
which the sharp-sighted Arabs who discovered its variations in light called the
demon star.
Every two days twenty
hours and forty-nine minutes this star
suddenly begins to fade, and continues
to grow fainter for three or four hours,
at the end of which it has sunk from the
second to nearly the fourth magnitude.
After remaining thus for a few minutes
it begins to bri~hten, and in the course
of three or four hours more regains
its former brilliancy. vVithin the past few
years it has been discovered that there
is a huge dark body revolving around
Algol at a distance of some three million miles, and to this phenomenon the
variations in Algol's light are due. At
regular intervals this dark c<;nnpanion
star comes into the line of sight between
Algol and the earth, and thus partially
eclipses Algol, cutting off, perhaps, fivesixths of its light.
These stars, Algol and its strange nonluminous comrade, are of great size,Algol itself being more than eleven hundred thousand miles in diameter, while
the diameter of the dark body thJ.t circle around it is eight hundred and forty.
thousand miles.

Mr. Chandler, meditating on certain
irregularities in the motions of Algol
and its companion, suspected that they
might be due to the presence of another
invisible star in their immediate neighborhood. He carefully compared the
observations back to the time of Goodricke, more than a hundred years ago,
and pursuing a mathematical method
similar to that which resulted in the discovery of Neptune through the effect of
its attraction on Uranus, he arrived at
the conclusion that such another star
must actually exist. According to his
conclusion this mysterious body is far
more massive than either Algol or its
companion, but does not give forth any
perceptible light, and it forms a center
of attraction around which both of the
other stars revolve in a nearly circular
orbit, in a period of one hundred and
thirty years.
Mr. Chandler's theory
seems to fit in well with the observed
irregularities of Algol.
He remarks,
moreover, that there are several other
stars known to astronomers to be variable which evidently have one or more
dark companions like those of Algol.
It is natural to inquire what is the nature of these mysterious dark bodies existing in the neighborhood of bright
stars comparable in brilliancy with our
own sun, and evidently obeying the
same law of gravitation that prevails in
our solar system. The primary eli ·tinction between a sun and a planet i that
the former glows with a brilliant light
of its own, while the planet, having been
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encrusted with a solid and opaque shell,
only shines by the reflected light which
it receives from its sun. The da rk companions of Algol may then be regarded
as in the planetary condition, at least so
far as the question of lumin osity is cor. . cerned . But they differ widely from
any of the planets of our system in their
great size as compared with the sun in
whose neighborhood they circle. That
companion of Algol, which by its eclipsing effect produces· the variation in the
light of the star, is not very far inferior
in size to its bright comrade, while the
greater dark body, whose existence
seems to be demonstrated by Mr. Chandler's investigations,greatly exceeds them
both in mass. Here, then, if 'Ne choose
to adopt the idea that this great invisible orb around which Algol revolves is
a planet in our sense of the word, we
have a world which is the center of motion for the sun that illuminates it. This
is going back to the old pre-Copernican idea of the earth as the center of
the solar system, having the sun as its
satellite. Such a system seems unnatu ral, if not impossible, because the ordinary laws of the radiation of heat require that a large body, other things being equal, should cool down from th e
solar to the planetary condition later
than a smaller body. Butit would seem
that in the Algol system, for some reason yet to be discovered, the most massive member of the system has parted
with its light and heat far earlier than
one of the satellites revolving around it.
If it should prove to be true, as 1r.
Chandler suggests, that there arc other,
and perhaps many other, systems similar to that of Algol, then we shall simply have additional evidence of the great
variety that exists in the arrangements
of the stellar universe. There really is
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no reason why we should take ou r own
solar system as an invariable type to
which all the other systems throughout
space must cbrrespond. It might be
suggested that in the case of such a system as that of "\lgol, all the bodies belonging to it have long since become extinct through the operation of those laws
of cosmical evolution which seem to be
manifested in the universe at large as
well as in our own planetary system, and
that through some such cause as a collisi on one of the minor bodies of the
system has again been brought to a luminous condition.
But there is no end of speculation
when we try to interpret the wonderful
ctiscoveries with wl1icl1 the astronomy of
our time Js continually surprising the
- ~Vcw York Still .
world.
Another Great Telescope.

It seems to be certain now that the
great forty -inch telescope for the U niversity of Southern California will actually be constructed. A few years ago
it would have been clecmctl imp~ssible
to make a telescope with an object-glass
three and one -third feet in diameter;
but the successful completion of the
great Lick telescope of tl1irty-six inches
diameter, and the great tl:-ic that has been
made of it, has convinced many astronomers that the limit of si~.:e has not yet
been reached.
The power of a telescope depends
largely upon the amount of light that it
can concentrate upon the ol>server's eye.
This clepencl'i upon the area of the olJject-glass.
Object-glasses L>eing circular, their
areas vary ac; the sq nares of their diameters.
The I .ick telescope, thirty -six
inches in diameter, collects twelve hun dred and ninety six times as much light
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as an ordinary spy glass of one inch in
diameter does. The new forty-inch telescope will collect sixteen hundred times
as much light as a spy-g!ass, or nearly
one-th.ird more than the Lick glass is
able to do.
This will be a very important advantage in looking for faint and far-away
stars and nebulre,so that still more wonderful views of the outer universe than
any man has yet had may be expected
when the new telescope is mounted in
the clear air of the Pacific coast.
Two discs of glass of different refractive properties are required to make an
object-glass. One of the discs for the
forty-inch lens is now in the hands of
the Clarks of Cambridgeport, who made
the Lick telescope. It is of crown glass.
The other disc, of flint glass, is being
molded in Paris, and as soon as it arrives in this country the Clarks will begin the work of grinding and shaping the
huge object-glass of what is to be the
world's greatest telescope.
- Yout!z' s Companion.

bowlder could not be balanced accurately upon the axis of the stream, but would
fall to one side or the other. But if a
large conical basket of iron bars were
arranged about the nozzle so as to catch
the bowlder whenever it should be defleeted from the stream,and return it to
the nozzle, the r,ooo pounds of quartz
would be kept in play like a ball in a
fountain. As to cutting these streams,
Prof. Christy says that he has often tried
to drive a crowbar into one of them.
The steam felt as solid as a bar of iron,
and, although he could feel the point of
the crowbar enter the water for perhaps
half an inch, the bar was thrown forward with such force that it was almost
impossible to retain it in the grasp. An
axe swung by the most powerful man
could not penetrate the stream ; yet, it
might be cut by the finger of a child,
provided the child were seated in a railway train moving parallel with the
stream in the same direction and with
the same velocity, which would be considerably more than a mile per minute.
-Pop. Sc£. Monthly.

The Power of Water in Motion.

After an elal)orate series of computations, Prof. Samuel B. Christy, of the
University of California, concludes that
if a nozzle of from si:x to nine inches
diameter were specially arranged to
throw a stream of water vertically upward against a spherical bowlder of
quartz weighing r,ooo pounds, the vertical head being anywhere from roo to
soo feet, the bowlder would be forced
up until the diminished velocity of the
stream established an equilibrium of
pressure. There would be a point at
which the upward pressure of the stream
would exactly balance the gravity pressure of the bowlder, holding the rock
suspende<}. In practice, of course, the

Overeating vs. Overwork.

A writer in the M edical Mirror recalls to mind several active brain workers who suddenly broke down, and fancied that it was due to brain fati gue, when,
as a matter of fact it was due to overstuffing of their stomachs. The furnace
connected with mental machinery became clogged up with ashes and carbon
in various shapes and forms, and as a
result disease came, and before the cases
were fully appreciated, a demoralized
condition of the nervous systems was
manifested, and they laid the flattering
unction to their souls that they had indulged in mental overwork. Hard work,
mentaJ or J?hrsical,rarely ever kills. If
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a m1ld

amount of physical exercise be
taken, and a judicious amount offood be
furnished, the bowels kept open in the
proper manner, the surface protected
with proper.clothing,and the individual
cultivates a philosophical nature and absolutely resolves to permit nothing to
annoy or fret him, the chances are that
he can do an almost unlimited amount
of work for an indefinite length of time,
bearing in mind always that when weariness comes, he must rest, and not take
stimulants and work upon false capital.
The tired, worn-out slave should not be
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scourged to additional labor. Under
such stimulus, the slave may do the
task, but he soon becomes crippled and
unfit for work. The secret of successful work lies in the direction of selecting good, nutritious, digestible food, taken in proper quantities, the adopting of
regular methods of work, the rule of
resting when pronounced fatigue presents itself, determining absolutely not
to permit friction, worry; or fretting to
enter into his life, and the cultivation
of lhe Christian graces, charity, patience, and philosophy.
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HE war is up in Tripolis, and up on Jordan-side,
And twice ten thousand Moslem spears the sons of Ortok guide;
They have slain the prince of Ed-essa, the lord of Courtenay,
And given the cities of the plain to pillage and to prey;
They have sworn to wrest from Frankish grip the realm it holds in tlHall,
And plant the gleaming Crescent on the Holy City's wall;
Still southward in victorious march they press until they set
Their black tents on the verdant slopes of sacred Olivet.
"Allalt il A lla!t /" swells their cry. "D~ath to the Christian horde ;
Let Frankish priests and Frankish knights be food for Islam's sworcl ."
\iVithin the Holy City's gates are terror and dismay;
Its knights are few, its walls are weak, its king is far away;
For, with his mail-clad fighting-men has gallant Baldwin gone
To struggle till the Cross shall float o'er conquered Ascalon.
No hope of help in peril dire can come from far or ncar
\Vhile full across each succoring path is couched a Moslem spear;
The priests may pray, the women wail, but war will have its way,
And darkly over Hebron breaks the dawn of Easter Day.
That clay, within the Norman towers that house the Latin kings,
The boy-prince Almeric frets and broods with con . tant murmurings;
Too young to fight, too old to weep, he hears the tocsin's call,
He hears the knights go hurrying by to man the city wall;
Through parted curtains, looking forth, he sees on Olivet
The turbaned foeman's war-array to clamorous measure set;
Full oon, he know , the strife will close, around , 't. Stephen's Gate,
Full soon Jerusalem must learn the depth of 1oslcm hate.
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Down to the palace yard he speeds, where now, with sob and stir,
The women go to plead before the threatened Sepulcher;
And, as he marks the woe and fear that fill the startled air,
Out of his deep distress he breathes misfortune's bartering prayer :
"0, Mother Mary! thou whose Son this day the grave o'ercame,
Give ·to us succor, send us aid, and great shall be thy name.
To thee I vow my silken cloak, my falcon's golden bell,
If but thy grace will overthrow and spoil the Infidel."
He paused; for, as his upward glance back to the courtyard carne,
Lo ! at his feet he saw a pledge-the flower with heart of flame.
The crimson amaryllis-bloom, that fills, with gleam and shine,
The flo>ver-bespangled vales and slopes of sunlit Palestine.
Quick to the ground dropped Almeric, and in his doublet set
The gleaming flower with heart of flame as pledge and amulet;
Then swiftly down the tower stair with fleetest foot he sped,
And sought the lowest postern whence the secret passage led;
Through gloomy windings, groping slow, he feels his anxious way,
Till, at the foot of Olivet, he greets the welcome day.
The Easter air is laden with the cries and shouts that tell
How, round about St. Stephen's Gate, rages the Infidel;
But up the Mount, by paths well known to this brave Norman boy,
He speeds with heart a-throb, and yet filled with a feverish joy.
Softly he steals by rock and brake, softly from tent to tent'Tis found at last! the war-torch grim the sons of Ortok sent.
From tribe to tribe that flaming torch fleet-footed runners bore,
To raise a host of Moslem spears up for the Holy War.
Alrneric caught the beacon up, and fanned its smouldering flame
Until the red spark, flashing out, an angry flare became.
With one bold sweep the Norman set the Moslem's tent ablaze
And, darting here and darting there, throughout that curtained maz e,
He marked his path with fire and flame, and then, his mission done,
Back to the secret passage-way his flagging footsteps run.
Unseen, unstayed, so swift his act, he gains the postern-way,
While from the startled Moslems bursts the cry of dire dismay:
''Our camp ablaze? What traitorous hand this dastard deed hath set?
Back ! back!" and, swayed by panic fear, they stream up Olivet.
The black tents flame and flare aloft- the beacon-fires of fate,
And all men who can wield a lance charge through St. Stephen's Gate.
"Beausant I " the Temple Knights ring out. "C/zristus !" St. John's reply ;
And all the Easter air is filled with shout and battle-cry,
With clash of sword, and whirr of lance, and bow-string's snap and twang
As, close upon the fleeting foe their hot pursuers hang.
Their camp destroyed, their valor lost, the Moslems scatter wide,
And never more to Holy \Var the sons of Ortok ride.
Loud peal the bells, th e banners stream, the trumpets proudly play :
"Rejoice ! J erusalern is saved this bles. ed Ea ter Day .
The Lord hath bared his holy arm the fo es of Christ to smite,
And by a boyish hand hath turned our darkness into light;
Ring up, play out the glad refrain, and link with Almeric s nam e
Thanks for the pledge ur Lady sent- the flower with heart of fl a me.
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'rhus, long ago, on Syrian slopes, in days of strife and blood,
Did Norman Almeric's gallant deed turn war's relentless flood.
The Easter Day that broke in gloom o'er Hebron's distant towers
Was closed in joy, and capped with praise, and crowned with choicest flowers.
And, from that time, until the hour when, torn by feuds and spites,
The Christian realm of Palestine was lost by Christian knights;
Until to earth in dire defeat the blood-red Cross was flung,
And the last mass in Syrian lands by Christian priests was sung ;
While knight and yoeman, prince and serf still for the Cross could stand,
And forth "For Holy Sepulcher!" wouid flash the battle- brand;
While Easter came with pomp and prayer around the Sacred Hill;
While censers swung, and chimes were rung, and men were loyal still;
Until the last Crusading lance back to the West was turned;
While yet the old-time chivalry in knightly bosoms burnedThis deed of Almeric's found applause as each new Easter came,
And, with the lilies, still was twined the flower with heart of flame.
-l-Vide Awake.
ASTRONOMICAL NOTES FOR MAY.
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AST month, we noted the discovery
of a bright comet by Professor
Swift, on the morning of March 7. Another new comet was discovered by Mr.
:penning of England on the 18th of the
same month, and on the same night
Winnecke's periodic comet was re-discovered at Vienna. The comet discovered by Mr. Denning is a very faint one
and has not been observed at many
places. Winnecke's comet was expected at this time, and was found by searching for it near its computed place, using
for this purpose the great 2 7 -inch telescope of the Vienna observatory. It
was found almost exactly in its computed place, so nearly, in fact, that it appeared in the field of the telescope
slightly to one side of the center, when
the telescope was directed exactly to
the computed place. This is the sixth
observed apparition of this comet.
There are two other periodic comets
which are expected to return this year,
but they have not yet ( pr. 1 S) been
found. These are the comet discover-
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ed by Temple in 1867 and the one discovered by Brooks in 1886. The orbits of these com ets are not so well
known as that of Winnecke's, and, consequently, it is impossible to tell exactly when and in what particular part of
the sky they will appear. It is hoped
that they may soon be found.
The discoveries of March, were not
all confined to comets. The asteroid
hunters met with rather more than their
usual monthly success, for four of these
new small planets were found during the
month. One of these was found by
vVolf at Heidelberg, Germany, on the
night of March 18. The notable thing
about its discovery is, that at the very
instant that Wolf was making his observation of it, the astronomers at Vienna
were determining the position of the justthen re-discovered cornet Winnecke.
The number of known asteroids is
now 327, and it seems altogether probable that many more may yet be found.
The ones which are :10w being found are
very small and as a rule do not possess
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much interest. It occasionally happens,
however, that one is found which is in
some way peculiar and has a special interest on account of its motions and the
light which they may throw on other
pr.oblem~.
For example, it may happen
that one of these planets, having a very
eccentric orbit, may at times pass near
Jupiter or Mars. In such an event, its
motion will be disturbed by the attraction of the planet near which it passes,
and ·the amount of the disturbance affords a means of calculating the mass
of the attracting planet.
So great has become the number of
these small planets, that it is now a serious question as to what to do with them.
In order not to lose them, it is necessary
to follow them in their motions, and this
can be done only by extended and laborious calculations. By the ardor of
the German students, these motions
have long been followed, but it does not
seem probable that they will long continue to keep up the calculations neeessary to follow such a host of bodies
along their intermingled paths.
For May, the positions of the large
planets and some of the constellations
and their principal stars are as follows:
The constellation Leo passes the meridian somewhat south of the zenith
early in the evening. Regulus, its brightest star, may easily be identified. It is
at the end of the handle of the "sickle."
Spica, in the constellation Virgo, is the
most conspicuous star in the south· east.
The constellation Corvus is west of
Virgo, four of its principal stars forming
a prominent trapezium.
The planet Saturn is almost midway
between Regulus and Spica.
is considerably brighter than any of the stars
in its neighborhood. At the i)resent
time, its ring are turned very nearly
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toward us, so that they appear in the
telescope, as a band of light stretching
across the planet's equator and extending to some distance beyond each edge
of the disc. Last year the rings entirely . disappeared, their edges being towards us. Their apparent thickness is
now diminishing and will reach a minimum in the latter part of May. After
this minimum, the rings will, by .reason
of the motions of the earth and Saturn
in their orbits, come into better positions for observation. In about seven
years from now they will have their
greatest apparent width, and in about
fourteen years their edges will again be
turned toward us and they will again
disappear.
Uranu::: is in the constellation Virgo
somewhat east of Saturn. It will be occulted by the moon on the morning of
May 10, but the occultation will not be
visible in the eastern part of the United States.
The constellation Ursa Major, with ·
the well-known Big Dipper is in the zenith. High in the east is Bootes, with
the magnificent star Arcturus, outshining every other fixed star in the northern hemisphere. Further to the northeast is Lyra with the brilliant star Vega.
There are two small stars near Vega,
which with it, from a small triangle.
One of these is the famous "double
double star," Epsilon and 5 Lyrae. To
the naked eye, it may be seen that the
star is double, the component stars being just separable. In the telescope,
these become widely separated, and
each of them is found to be a double
star, hence the expression, "double
double star."
iriu in Canis Major and Procyon
in Canis Iinor are in the south-west
and set early in the evening. The Plei-
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ades and Hyades in Taurus are in the
north-west and set about the same time.
Auriga, with the brilliant star Capella,
remain above the north-western horizon
for sometime longer. The New Star of
1892, Nova Aurigae, is disappearing,
just as has been the case with all other
temporary stars. It is now invisible in
an opera glass; only a few weeks ago
it was very plainly visible to the naked
eye. It is of interest to note that our
knowledge of thisinteresting star is due
to its being discovered by an amateur astronomer, Mr. Thomas D. Anderson.
In a letter published in Nature, Feb.18,
1892, he says "You might also allow
me to state for the benefit of your readers that my case is one which can afford encouragement to even the humblest of amateurs. My knowledge of
the technicalities of astronomy is, unfortunately, of the meagerest description; and all the means at my disposal
on the morning when I made sure that
a strange body was present in the sky,
where Klein's "Star Atlas~' and a small
pocket telescope which magnifies ten
times."
Mercury will be west of the sun during May, reaching its greatest elongation on the morning of May I7. It will
then be a little less than 26° from the
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sun. It rises only a few minutes, at
most 40, before the sun, so that it can
not be observed advantageously during
the month.
v·enus remains the most brilliant object in the west, and its brilliancy is
still increasing. At the beginning of
the month it will be almost exactly half
illuminated, and, in the telescope will
present the appearance of the moon
when half full. It is coming nearer the
earth, so that its surface may be examined to greater ad vantage to sec if there
are any permanent markings upon it.
By means of these the time of its rotation can be determined. At present
the time of its rotation is not known.
Schiaperelli published his results a year
or two ago, in which he concluded that
it rotates in the time of a revolution
about the sun,. Previous, but somewhat
doubtful, observations gave a period
for its rotation about the same as that
of the earth. It now remains to determine the period.
Mars rises in the south-east about
midnight. It is, therefore, a morning
planet. Jupiter is also a morning planet, rising almost in the east, about three
o'clock . Neptune is near the sun aml
can not be seen during the month.

QUESTIQJ\t'S AND A.NS WERo.
( Conducted by Our R eaders.)
NOTES :-1. Ilcreuftcr all communications Intended for
t!Jis depar-tment, to be noticed, must \..e signed. We will
not pul>lisll your name, however, when requested not to
do so.
<!. We have so arranged wltll the Sigma Pi Math. Association that all mathematical questions will hereafter be
printed and answered in the columns devoted to the As ociation. Readers e\·erywhere, however, are invited to
assist as heretofore.

38. Please explain the following j

r. The "Midnight Judiciary" in John
Adams' administration.
2. Th e present "Naturalization period."
-A Reader.

39· What is me::mt by polarization of
rays of light?
- C. G. H.
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ANSWERS.

36. "Brown 11 is an adjective in the
predicate with [to he] and limits its
subject, [it]. Expanded= "He painted the house· so that [in color] it
might be brown.
-Reader.
. ["Brown" is an adjective modifying
"house" factitively. See ·W hitney's Essentials.-Ed. J
29. The key of the French Bastile is
in the possession of the M t. Vern on
Society, and is kept at Mt. Vernon.
.
-N. J. G.
Tie the horse to the corner A, and
mark the other corners B, C, and D.
Extend AB 75 ft. to E, and AD the same
distance to F. Now· with A as a center,
with a radius of roo ft.,draw the% circle from E to F. Then with D as a
center, with a radius of 75 ft., draw a
circumference from F until it cuts the
diagonal AC produced in H. Likewise
with B as a center, with the same radi20.

us, draw a circumference from E which
will also pass through H. BD is the
line of centers of two circles and HA is
their common chord.
In the triangle ADH, A=4so,AD=
25 ft., DH =75ft., whence by trigonometry the angle ADH =I2I 0 zz' z'',
and HOF=s8o 3 7' 58''. HA=9o. 5644
ft. The area of the % circle EAF =
2356zft.,and the sectors HDFand EBH
each=z878. 15 ft. The area of ABHD
= r6oo.9612 ft.
Hence, by adding these results and
subtracting the area of the barn, we
have 30294· z6 for the result.
T A. Hostetler.
Additional credits are due Otto Toerns, Jacob
Eigenheer, D. S. Robbins, Carey Brenneman,N.
J G., P. E. Dorrell, Thomas \Valter, Chas. A.
Hudelrnyer, Harley McCarty, Tva ll. Dougherty,
and Loda Brubaker.
(The last 5 are pupils of the Walkerton High
School, and their neat manuscripts deserve special commendation )

SIGM.Jl PI M.JlTHEM.JlTIC.JlL .JlSSOULilTION.
NoTE: -Hereafter anyone sending in queries
that have been previously published must send
the name of the book from which the query is
taken.
QUERIES.

61. Find the value of x and yin the following
epuations:
x+ xy = 63
x2 - y2 = 77
J. E. P .
62. In digging a well 5 feet in diameter a log
of wood of the same diameter is struck. How
many cords of .wood are taken out on going
through ?
ld.
63. How manv shot are contained in a pile of
ten courses whose· base is a rectangle, if the number of shot in the upper course is IS ?
Id.
64. Determine the number and situation of
the real roots of x4 + 4xs + Jx + 27 = 0.
ld.
65. It is required to enclose a piece of land
with a fence 10 1·ails high, 2 panels to the rod,
and to have just as many acres enclosed as there
are rails in the fence. vVhat will be the size of
the enclosure, and what number of rails will it
require?
\.Vm. O'C
66. An agent on assuming the liquor agency
of a town received $58cashand$59·5oinliquors.
During the year he paid for stock $282.85 and

received for sales $293·55· At the close of the
year he delivered $8I in liquors to the town. He
was to receive $69 salary for l:is service. Did
the agent owe the town or the town the agent ?
Did the town make or lose by the agency, and
how much ?
Id.
67. The area of a rectangle is 1472 square
yards and the breadth is to the length as 3 is to
4· Find the sides.
Id.
68. Bought cotton cloth at I3 cents a yard,on
8 months' credit, and sold it the same day at I 2
cents cash. How much did I gain or lose in per
cent. money being worth 6%? How much if I
had kept the cloth 6o days and svld it for I2
cents?
Id.
69. Two tangents to an ellipse meet in a right
angle. Prove what is the locus of their intersecW. A. S.
tion.
ANSWERS.
4
4
58. Given 5 x - Y = 60 9
I.

2.
3·
4·

1x-f- y= 7
x4 - y4 = (x 2+ y2) (x2-y2) = 6o9
x+ Y= 7
(I -+-2.) (x2 + y2) (x-y) = 87
87
x ~+ y2= --

x-y
(x! + y2) + 2XY=49

S· Squaring 2.
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x 2 + y 2 =4g-2xy
87
7· .·. - - = 4g-2xy
x- y
8. 87= (x-y) (49-2xy)
9· From 2. x= 7-Y
Substituting and collecting,
10. 4yR--42Y 2 + rg6y- 256 ==o
11. Factoring 10. (2y-4) (2y 2 -I7y + 64)=o
Dividing through by second factor,
12. 2y--4=o
13. Y=2
14. X=7-2=5
Dividing through by first factor.
15. 2y 2 --17y +64 = 0
16. y2 __ l,iy=-32
17. y=,%i' (I7 ±v' -2 23)
r8. x=}4'(II=t=y-a3)
D. B. Flickinger.
6.

59. 1. Let ABCD represent the room and
EFGH the piece of carpet: E being the point of
intersection of the carpet with AB; f, with BC;
G,with CD; and H,.with DA. Let AE=x and
AH= y.
2. Triangles HAE and HDG are similar.
3· . ·. X : 20- y : : y : 30--X
4· 30x--x 2 = 2oy -y 2
5· But x2==g-y 2
6 .. ·. 3ov9-y2--(9-y·2)=2oy-yz
Squaring 6, collecting and reducing,
7· y 4 - 2oy3 + 3r6y 2 + 9oy- 2004·7S = O
(This being an equation of the fourth degree
and one in which we can only find the value of
y by approximation, we substitute different values
for y, knowing that if we find a p<•sitive value for
the expression the quantity substituted is too
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large, and if we find a negative value for the ex ·
pression the quantity substituted is too small.
Substituting 2.5588 for y it comes so near being
the true value that we consider it to be ~o.
8. (30--xJ 2+ (zo- y)2=(Hypotenusc of trian gle HDG)2
9· . ·. Length of carpet =
V900 -60lf'(9-y 2 J + 9-Y~ + 400 + Y 2 -40Y

=y iii2.6920= 33·36.
J. C. McGhee.
60. Construct the three equal tangent circles.
Connect their centers; the triangle BDM .thus
formed is equilateral. Let fall MN perpendicular to BD, the base of triangle BDJ\L
It will be observed that three equal sectors will
be formed whose area is equal to a semici rcle.
Now BM= 2r and BN=r.
. ·. M N =v'(2 rJ:t - r~ = rv' 3
Pi r 2 = 8oA.=I28oo sq. rds , the area of each
circle.
s1 _218·l r0,1=63 83
MN=v' i_srvrocr rto.s6
Area of triangle .. BM=M N X r
" ·'
"
={IIo 56 X 63.83) -+- x6o
=44·I+A.
Now the area of the enclosed triangle=triangle
DBM- a semi circle.
. ·. Area of enclosed triangle = 44 I +A-40A =4· r + A.
D. B. Flickinger.

r=v

NoTE :-In reply to Wm. O'C's criticisms on
the solution to query 54, we would call his atten tion to the f ac t that since the problem was first
published by Robinson, the lega l rate of interest
in New York has been changed from 7 % to 6 % .
Consequently the solution as given by Mr. Conn
is correct.

THE EDITOR.
The Bering Sea Trouble.

This now famous dispute seems at last
to be in a fair way to permanent settlement. Lord Salisbury has at last written a conciliatory letter, acceding to
the demands of President Harrison as
to the modus vivendi pending the arbitration of the points of contention. It
is a matter of pride and satisfaction that
our President, by his firm determination
and fair and able presentation of the
case has compelled the evasive, vacillating, and apparently insincere, Salisbury to come to our terms. Notwith standing his stubbornness he has finally

pledged his government to an arrangement that shall protect the sealing industry during the present year.
While there was but little, if any, danger of war between the two countries,
the relations were somewhat strained,
and the situation uncomfortable. Had
not the British Premier changed his position regarding the matter, it is difficult
to see how war could have been avoided. Much has b ee n said as to our abili ty to cope with England in case of war.
It has been contended that we are not
prepared for war. There never was a
time when we were so well prepared to
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·contend with England as we are to-day.
By the issue of letters of marque we
could ruin her commerce; we could
and would confiscate her millions upon
millions of capital invested in this count_ry; we could cripple Canadian interests
and compel the fighting on our own continent; we could rally our patriot army
from every hamlet in the broad land,
and when the honor of the country is at
stake no power can stand against us.
\Ve do not desire to resort to the arbitrament of arms, but it is idle to say that
we are not competent to conte~d with
England at any time and in any form.
The present diplomatic victory, no matter how the arbitration may end, is, in
the language of the politician, "glory
enough for one year." V\fe should feel
grateful that "wise counsel and cool
heads" have banished the probabilities
of war, and no doubt, wise statesmanship and rare legal ability, together with
the justice of our cause will win us the
victory before the great arbitration
board.
It might interest our readers to know
the principal points to be settled by the
arbitration treaty. The trouble grows
out of the question of jurisdictional
rights in Bering Sea.
The points are about as follows :
1. What exclusive jurisdiction in the
sea known as Bering Sea, and what exclusive rights in the seal fisheries therein did Russia assert and exercise prior
and up to the time of the cession of
Alaska to the United States?
2. How far were these claims of jurisdiction as to the seal fisheries recognized and conceded by Great Britain?
3· Was the body of water now known
as Bering Sea included in the phrase
''Pacific Ocean" as used in the treaty
of 1825 between Great Britain and Rus-

sia; and what rights, if any in the Bering Sea, were belu and exclusively exercised by Russia after said treaty?
4· Did not all the rights of Russia as
to jurisrliction and as to seal fisheries in
Bering Sea ea:::.t of the water boundary
in the treaty between the United States
and Russia of the 3oth of March 1867,
pass unimpaired to the United States
under that treaty?
S· Has tbe United States any right,
and if so, wbat right of protection to
property in the fur seals frequenting the
islands of the United States in Bering
Sea, when such seals are found outside
of the ordinary three tnile limit?
Other articles stipulate in regard to
the time and details of the decision and
bind the parties to accept the findings
of the tribunal as full and complete settlement of the points at issue.
The writer of this article has been
greatly intere:;ted in the diplomatic
correspondence between the two governments by their high officials, and ventures to include several extracts from
these letters. The quarrel is couched
in most courteous terms but has in it,
on the part of Pres. Harrison, a firmness of purpose and a courage of thrust
that is, to say the least, worthy of the
highest commendation. V\fe give a few
choice passages that show the "tenor of
the talk."
[Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Wharton.]
Lord Salisbury again points out that
the information in the possession of her
Majesty's Government does not lead
them to believe that another year's suspension of sealing is necessary to prevent an undue diminution of the seal
herds. His Lordship however, proceeds to observe that, beyond this question, it is considered by your government that they have a right to be pro-
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tected from the loss which they may incur from free sealing being permitted
this year, in the event of their claim to
Bering Sea being upheld by the arbitrators . * * * Serious damage would
be caused to the industry by a suspension of sealing for a long period.
[Mr. ·wharton to Sir Julian Pauncefote. J

***

That in view of this serious and confident contention of this government his
Lordship should assume that another
year's suspension of sealing is not necessary "to prevent an undue diminuti on of the seal herd," and should insist
that pending an arbitration it shall go on
precisely as if no aroitration had been
agreed upon, is as surprising as it is
disappointing.
If her Majesty's gov ernment so little
respects the claims and contentions of
this government as to be unwilling to
forbear for a single season to disregard
them the President can not understand
why Lord Salisbury should have proposed and agreed to give those claims the
dignity and standing which a reference
to a high court- of arbitration implies.
From the moment an arbitration was
agreed upon, neither party was at liberty to disregard. the contention of the
other. * * *
It must not be forgotten that if her
Majesty's Government proceeds during
this sealing season upon the basis of its
contention as to the rights of the Canadian sealers no choice is left this Government but to proceerl upon the basis
of its confident contention, that pelagic
sealing in the Bering Sea is an infraction of its jurisdiction and property
rights. His Lordship will hardly fail to
see this. * * * *
(His Lordship did not fail to see the
point, and the p roper concession was
made.)
Habit in Education.

Some one has said: "Education can
only develop and form, not create. It
can not undertake to form a being into
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anything oLher than it was destined to
be by the endowments it originally received at the hand of nature." "Education can only develop and unfold; it
can not create anything new." Again,
it has heen said that "all are alike endowed with the faculty of growth." Now
since it is true that education can create
nothing new, but can only develop the
natural faculties of th~ mind, wherein
lies the value of training? The answer
would be found by observing the difference between the educated and the uneducated. The one, though endowed
by nature with perfect faculties has not
been able to reach high and useful activity for the reason that his powers have
not been cultivated, the slumbering
faculti es have not been awakened. The
other, under the stimulus of education,
though not naturally endowed with superior talents, has so culti vatecl that
which he had, so mastered himself and
conserved his forc e, that he takes rank
among the truly great. This one has
formed habits of thought, st udy, order,
etc., and has by them laid by for use
such a reserve of power that all obstacles, so to speak, that lie in the way of
his progress are removed or overcome.
Rouss eau arrives at the conclusion
that ''Education is nothing but a formation of habits." Paul Radestock holds
that "Education is progressive habituation," and that "Good habits are even
more important than good principles."
\Vhile we might hesitate to accept
this latter proposition, we certainly will
agree that good habits of thought and
action are of such great value, that
teachers cannot afford either to neglect
to study the theory of thei~ formation,
or to make constant effort to direct the
practice of pupil so that only the best
results may be gained.
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To particularize, we mention the habits of temperance, gentleness, accuracy,
modesty, unselfishness, cleanliness, order, attention, obedience,-as those toward which the teacher should constantly strive.
Accuracy in the use of our language,
and in numerical computation may easily become a fixed habit, under proper
guidance and drill.
But intellectual habits, valuable as they
are, must not be placed before habits
of industry and morality. Some one
has said, "He is not honest in the strictest sense of the word who must still be
on his guard, that he may not cheat his
fellow men, nor covet their goods j but
he with whom honesty has become a
favorite habit which rules his inmost
sensibilities and aspirations, so that no
power can turn him away from it, is
honest indeed." So, also, by practice
one will lose his predilection for what
is coarse and uncouth and will acquire
in its stead a love for the beautiful and
the refined.
In a word, one of the chief ends of
the teacher's work is to cultivate good
habits, and uproot the evil ones.
This matter properly looked after,
and of how many may it be said,"Habit hath made it in him a property
of easiness."

are capable of containing soo more.
The building is heated by three large
furnaces, will be lighted by both electricity and gas, and contains several
new recitation rooms fitted up in the
best possible manner. THE STUDE T
will occupy a beautiful office on the first
floor, and our friends are cordially invited to give us a call.

*

*

*

*

* the policy of the
It has always been
management of the school to furnish
the best of facilities for pursuing any
branch of study that might be demanded. The Department of Law, Medicine, Music, etc., were all added that
students desiring to study these subjects
might enjoy the best of advantages at
the lowest possible rates, and by the
time this announcement is before our
readers the new Department of Pharmacy will be open and the classes at
work. The department is to be in immediate charge of A. E. Hiss, Ph. G.,
an experienced pharmaceutist and instructor, and the course will em brace
pharmacy, chemistry, botany, microscopy, urinalysis, zoology, geology, mineralogy, Latin, etc. T)10sc who are interested in this line of work are invited
to address THE STUDENT, and a special
circular will be forwarded giving full
particulars.

Prof's Evans and* McAulay are again
hearing their classes, and a new teacher has been added to our corps in the
person of Prof. W. H. Banta, well
known to our readers. Prof. Banta
will give regular instruction in Pedagogy, for which his unquestioned scholThe School.
arship and 22 years experience as suWe are glad at last to be able to an- perintendent of public schools especialnounce the completion of the new col- ly qualify him.
lege building which will be formally
* *
opened May 1oth. State Supt. Varies
Last year there *were added to our
and many prominent educators of the dormitory facilities 134 double room ,
\Vest have accepted invitations to be and yet the demand has exceeded the
present, and the occasion promises to supply. At present there are buildings
be a notable one in the history of the in the process of construction which will
school. The address will be delivered contain so rooms, and the indications
by Gov. Chase of Indiana. 20..J.I opera are that at least roo additional, will be
chairs are already in place in the great put up during the summer. Many of
hall, and the wide aisles and gallerie~ these will be ready for the summer
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term, and thus accommodate those who
attend the review session.

*

*

Miss Tyrrell having sprained her ankle
the Sunday before, was unable to appear on program. Her essay was read
by Miss Kate Austin.
J. F. Smith spent a week with us a
short time ago.
His school having
closed, he is now traveling for the Central Publishing House of Cincinnati.
J. L. Tousey was also here for a few
days.
J. C. M.

*
Valparaiso now enjoys
the advantages
of as perfect and complete sewerage
system as any city in the West. The
perfect drainage thus assured will add
to its reputation of a cleanly, healthful
city.
***
The members of the Classic class
have voted to secure an orator from
abroad to represent them at CommenceThe Star.
ment. The newly elected class officers
R. G. Popham, a Star of '91, hJ.s
are, -P res., J. F. Eddelman; Sec., Belle retllrned after a term's teaching in Iowa,
Hogan; Treas., A. H. Kreiling. The and will continue in school the remain class numbers about 30.
der of the year.
Miss Maggie Harper of tbe Scientific
The Crescent.
class of this year, has been obliged to
The Normal School and Business In- leave school for a time, and will recustitute at Gibbon, Neb. bas for its prin- p.erate her strength and energies at her
cipal U. S. Conn. His brother, L. M. home near Ligonier, Ind.
Conn, is Associate Principal. They are
D. E. Minor and wife have returned
meeting ·with success.
from their southern home in Alabama,
The "Crescents" may be congratulated and will make Valparaiso their future
for selecting the following members for home. Mr. Minor is engaged in the
their anniversary program : hardware business with his fath er-i nOrators, Eugene Peavler and R. E. law, Col. Haste.
Campbell; Essayists, Miss Lottie Hohn
The attraction between brother and
and Miss Retta Wood; Elocutionists,
sister
Stars seems so great as not to
E. P. Harmon and Miss Fannie Walkbe resisted. Tbe latest union of two
er. As is customary with the Crescents
everything passed pleasantly at the elec- stars has just come to our knowledge.
tion. The members found it best to W. H. Bittner, Classic of '9o, anct
suspend the By-Laws where it said each Myrtle Lacy, Scientific of 'go, were
one must be voted upon separately. married March 5, and are now making
Those that were here last year remem- Denver, Col., their home. The best
ber this clause was so fixed that it was wisbes of their fellow Stars are :vith
thought a dispute over it could never them.
At the second regular meeting of this
arise.
On the evening of April r6, the fol- term, the following members were electlowing program was given in the chapel: ed for the Anniversary program: OraInvocation,
Rev. J. B. Banker tors, A. B. Craig and H. M. TempleOration, •'Shakespeare the Poet," R. E Campbell ton; Essayists, Lillian Jones and Marie
Vocal Duet,
5 Miss Vertie McAlister Larson; Reciters, YL L. Testand Edith
1 Miss Marie Starkey
Pitts.
M. C. L.
Essay-"Cordelia"
Miss Corroleane Tyrrell
Music.
Violin Quartette
Scene II, Act. I, Merchant of Venice,
Miss Laura Knisely and Miss Fannie Walker

\VH T THEY ARE DOING.
John
A. Wright will conduct a sumPiano Duet,
j Miss Lily C. Ruegg
1 1iss Fannie Carpenter mer normal at Albany, Ind.
Essay-" Imogen",
Miss Jennie Shepard
L. D. Ames is meeting with great sucVocal Solo,
Prof. R. A. fleritage
Oration-"Macbeth"
H. Ruring cess at Chillicothe, Mo.
The Hall was filled to its utmost caJeddie~ Paige is teaching in \Vhitley
pacity and many were turned away. Co. Ind.
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Clarence McCracken is doing good
work near North English, Iowa.
Kristen Sorensen is teaching a Danish-English school in Chicago.
Ida M. Vernon is the popular teac.her of a pleasant school at Millersburg,
Indiana.
C. \V. Tipton began teaching in Cincinnati, Mo., April r. He reports pleasant work.
J. M. \Vood and wife are teaching together at Antioch, Ill. They are well
liked and expect to remain another year.
C. \V. Branstrator is the Democratic
candidate for county surveyor of Allen
Co., Ind, and is quite sure to be elected to the office, which in All~n Co., is a
good one.
It is with sadness that I announce the
death of J. M. Girl, which occurred recently at his home in Huntington Co.
0. L. Lyon will continue to teach
the natural sciences in the public school
of Greencastle next year. His salary
has been increased Srs o.
1iss Florence Dale kindly furnishes
me with the following notes:
Dollie Bishop is more enthusiastic
over elocution than ever, and as soon
as she recovers from the quinsy, she is
going t0 try and go to Boston to pursue
the study further. At pres_ent she is at
her home in 1arshalltown. Her brother, J. M. Bishop,-(Scientific, Classic
and Law) was called home from California to attend the funeral of his father in Dec. He is now practicing law
in Audubon Co., Iowa.
Emilie Gloe has been visiting in northern and we tern Iowa, but is again at
her home near Clinton, la.

yer) is located at Melville, N. D., teaching with success.
Ella vVitmeyer, Scientific, is teaching at Sutter, Ill.,among the Germans,
but successful.
A. L. Moore is teaching in Farmington, Mich., and thinks of returning to
Valparaiso for vacation .
Jno. Gavin, (a summer vacation student for 6 years at Valparaiso) has a
fine position as principal of Roodhouse,
Ill., schools. He will study law after
this year.
Miss Celia Spurgeon, Elocution graduate of '9o, is teaching elocution near
Eldora, Ia.
I think so often of our ten o'clock class, and
almost wish myself blck again. Dollie and I
still cling together, and have given several entertainments together with charming success.
After a year's rest and review at home I want to
begin teaching elo:ution.

L. D. Summers closed his school at
Oaklandon, Ind, April r. He has been
very successful and the position has been
tendered him another year.
J. F. Fortney, who is rapidly winning
an enviable reputation as a teacher, will
be with us again this summer. Mr.
Fortney teaches in Bismarck, Mich.
J. A. Alexander opened the first term
of the Odon Normal School April r9.
Mr. Alexander publishe strong recommendations from some of the leading
men of this state.
J. A. Roberts of \Voodstock, Ill.,
writes,! cannot po.- sibly afford to do without THE
T.
My salary has been raised two hundred and fifty dollars this year, and our school
seems to be progre sing nicely.
STUDE

D. H. Ulrich is connected with The
National Iron \Vorks,of Spokane, \Vash.
He says,-

Busine s is very encouraging. I am kept busy
Gaylord \Vorstell, (6 years at Valpo)
and a Scientific la t year, is meeting much of the time making out e timate on iron
work for building , bridges, and structures of alwith fine success in school work at most every description.
Bransford, Tex.
D. . Robbins, of hillicothe, Mo.,
A. . Hale, (Junior Law, la. t year) \Vrite I am getting along nicely with my work, and
thinks of locating for practice in one of
have been re engaged for next year at an ad vance
the western tates in the near future.
of 400 in my salary. I teach nothing but mathB. E. Ellsworth, (Scientific and law- ematics.

l
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BOOKS A~D MAGAZINES .
The CENTURY MAGAZINE for April
! closed my school in Texas last Friday . I had
publishes a thoroughly practical and inexcellent success nnd the board insisted on my
coming back and teachinf: the next term at an in- teresting article on Our Common Roads.
creased salary. And they r.!quested me to send The right and the wrong way to conthem sorne more Valparaiso teachers.
struct country road.l are both vividly
Mr. Arnote with his brother, J. S. depicted. The number also contains a
Arnote, bas opened a law office in South popular article on 7/te Total Solar
McAlester, I. T.
Eclipses of .1889, very curiously illusMiss Maggie S. Easly, teacher of trated.
Elocution and Literature in The Vv estern
It appears from the a:lvance llterary
Normal College, is doing some excellent notes that the OvERLAND Mo::>rTHLY for
work in her chosen line. She, with her May will be of a very decided Califorpupils, recently gave an entertainment nian flavor. Some rare portraits of San
in Bushnell, Ill., which is very highly Francisco's street characters, Emperor
spoken of by the Press of that place.
Norton, Father Elphick the vegetarian,
F. F . Phillips, a bright teacher known Captain Kentzell, and others, will be pret o many of you, presents the following sented. Another article of interest will
gloomy picture of affairs in Mississippi. be Cal{fornia's Great Raisin Industry,
Perhaps the readers of THE STUDENT would be
by J. T. Goodman, and Prof. Wickson
pleased to have a line or two respecting the preswill treat of the California State Floral
ent condition of our Southland.
S ociety's E xhibit, in a short illustrated
I take no pride in stating that by overproduc
tion and hence depreciation in value of our fleecy article. ·

Under date of Feb, 26th, A.
note writes,-

Ar-

staple, the cotton states are now forced to face a
great stubborn question demanding its speedy
adjustment.
From the commission merchant to the humble<>t
l aborer all are groaning under an enormous financial burdt·n.
By selling cotton for five and six cents per
pound, the producer has not realized enough for
it to meet his payments with his home men:h mt.
Then with the demands of the com. merchant
that cannot be met, the ball was started, and each
in his turn has been closed out. Many of our
farm ers are in destitute circumstances, having
neither means nor credit. 13usiness failures have
been so numerous that in some of our ncigh0..>r
ing town, of six hundred inhabitants, every one
of the business houses are closed.
The n1asses of our farmers are asking cooperation of every class in remedying the financial
evils that have lowered the price of cotton, the
principal product of the South, below the actual
cost of production. Strong and willing minds are
racking their brains for the remedy needed.
Some contend that it is not over production,
but a lack of money in circulation that is causing
the trouble. llowever this may be, conventions
are being held all over the cotton states to ag:ce
upon terms to reduce the acreage for the ensumg
crop. HO\vever gloomy appears the business
world without, the school work in our midst is,
slowly but to a certainty, climbing to a higher
platform.
Our friend T. C. IIembroff is near me . Judging from the interest he has worked uv in his town
manifested by large attendance, popular senti
ment and new buildings and conveniences, Miss.
is very, very anxious to claim him fur her own.
Anxiously awaiting the reunion of '93, I am
THE STUDEKT'S friend.

Both admirers and critics of Spencer
will be interested in the paper on lfn·bert
Spencer and tlze Synthetic P!tilosoplry, in
the May POPULAR ScmNCE MoNTHLY.
The writer, Mr. William H. Hudson,
was formerly private secretary to Mr.
Spencer, and gives an insight into the
process by which his philosophic thought
unfolded. The number also contains
some Notes Upon Anthropological Work
in Europe, telling what museums and
other facilitie.s for the study of anthropology exist abroad, and Cave-Dwellings
of Men, a copiously illustrated article
by Mr. vV. H. Larrabee. It relates not
only to the ancient cave-dwellings of
America and the Old \Vorld, but describes also the way in which modern
troglodytes are living in several parts
of Europe to-day.
Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
announce that they have in preparation
a History of the U nitecl States, by Mr.
John Fiske, for the special use of schools.
Mr. Fiske's world-wide reputatiort as
a writer and scholar leads us to expect
from him a Schocl History unequalled
in the purity of its English, in the fascination of its style, and in the accuracy
of its statements. His hearty sympathy

TJJE EDlTO.k.
with the needs and possibilities of the
school-room-as shown by the success
of his historical lectures to school-children,aYd by the popularity of his Civil
Government for schools-assures us that
he will employ his art to the great satisfaction of the practical teacher.
All school officials and teachers who
think of adopting a new text- book in
history will do well to wait until Mr.
Fiske's book is ready.
The April ARENA is rich in able,
thoughtful papers. Its table of contents is as varied as it is inviting,as will
be noted from the following : Vital
Statistics of t!te Negro, by Frederick L.
Hoffman.
Tlu Afoney Question, by
Hon_ John Davis, M. C.
Volapuk,tlze
World Language, by Alfred Post. TJte
Speaker in England and America, by
Henry George, Jr. Rational Views of
}leaven and Jlell, by Rev .. George St.
Clair. The Farmer's A !fiance and its
.Leaders, by Annie L. Diggs. JI{Jw
Uncle Nottoway Squaslzed tlte Indictment,
a Southern character sketch, by Will
Allen Dromgoole. Two flours in the
Social Cellar, by B. 0. Flower. Although the most liberal and progressive
of all the great reviews, the ARE A is
prospering in a manner which indicates
the trend of public thought and proves
that the people admire brave, outspoken,
and earnest magazines.
The first paper of a series of articles
on Chicago to be published in the NEw
ENGLAND MAGAZI E appears in the April
issue. It is called Early Visitors to
Clticago,and is of great historical interest This will be followed by articles on
Tlze /Jeart of C!ticago, Tlte C!ticago Fire,
Art in CJzicago, Tlte Libraries ofC!tica cro, and many others all prepared by
writers of recognized ability. The whole
will form a valuable and unique series
of papers on the city of the \Vorld's
Fair.
Genoa tlze IIome of Columbus, by
Murat Hal tead, is the opening article
in the C MOP LITA for
pril. It is
beautifully illu trated and will well repay perusal. A. M. D Armit of the En-

gineer Corps, contributes an instructive
paper on Torpedoes in Coast Defense.
A sensible paper is that of Baroness von
Wedel on Marriage of American Women
to German Noblemen. Then, there are
excellent articles on the life of Count
Tolstoi, some sights in the experiment
station of the U. S. Fish Commission,
and Homes of tlze Renaissance.
No Englishman knows London "beyond the walls," or can describe it better than Joseph Hatton. His beautifully
illustrated paper on Suburban London,
which is one of the leading features of
the April WIDE AwAKE, is certain of
interested reading by young and old
alike. We doubt if there are very rna ny
''grown ups" who can name, without considerable thought, the twelve "flowers"
outlined in A. F. Mitchell's Historical
Herbarium. The idea is both a novel
and an entertaining one, and full of instruction. The same remark will apply
to the new game, TJze Quem's Cup of
Hot,Strong Tea,contributed to the same
number by Ella Guernsey.
PETERSON for May, is a very excellent
number. The illustrations this month
are unusually fine. The engraving"Five
'Clock" has a group of the prettiest
little girls imaginable. The stories and
miscellaneous articles one and all deserve praise. The fashion plates and
notes will, no doubt, please the ladies of
the household.
Eldredge & Bro. have published new
editions of their Caesar and Horace,
the well known Chase and Stuart series.
There is no edition of the Latin authors
better suited to honest school work than
this. The books are neat and handy,
well printed and well bound. The notes
are full and accurate,giving in the very
best shape just the information that the
pupil must get before he can begin to do
his own work. They are entirely free
from anything that is sensational in
method or matter, and there is no series
in existence, which teachers of all sorts
of views and hobbie can use more conveniently, simply becau e the books
have no hobbies of their own.
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When your subscription
has expired
you will be notified from this office, but
remember that we continue sending THE
STUDENT until you order it discontinueci, and pay the amount due from you.
If you don't want it, write and say so,
and we will regretfully say good-bye.
If you do want it, don't wait, but fill out
one of the blanks we furnish and send
it to us. And we hope that you "want
it. "
***
Please look over our
premium list a nd
deci de whether you can't do something
to help us extend the circulation of our
journal. It would take but little time
and trouble to secure at least a few subscribers in your vicinity, and if each
reader would secure a few, our list
wo uld be swelled immense I y.

* attention of our
We would call the
readers to Prof. Skinner's article which
forms the initial paper in this number.

The attention of *our readers is again
called to our local advertisers. The
very best and most honorable firms in
~~
u--~
the city are represented in our columns,
W rit afor an A gencyfor THE STUDENT.
an d you will confer a favor not only on
yourself but on us by giving these firms
* * *
"Will you please give me a credit
and professional men your patronage.
Opposite that little debit,
Their generous patronage yields no inFor a dollar and a quarter more?
considerable income to your journal,
I like your paper, and will take it
and helps us to make it what it is, and
As long as you will strive to make it
we want them to receive full value in
As good as it has always been before." return.
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*

We don't like to *be asking repeatedly
for money, but the fact is that some of
you have forgotten or neglected to pay
subscriptions now long over-due. Now
please don't force us to repeat this notice. It is a small matter to you, but
the aggregate is considerable to us. No
matter what agent you subscribed with

* year a great many
At this time of the
subscribers are finishing their winter
schools and changing their addresses.
These teachers should not forget to give
us due notice of such changes, that
their journals may reach them without
any delay. We should have at least
two weeks' notice.

MARCH EXAM1NATION QUESTidNS FOR INDIANA.
READING.
"Our brethern are already in the field ! Why
stand we here idle? What is it that gentlemen
wish? What would they have? Is life so clear, or
peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of
chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I
knmv not what course others may take, but as
f0r me, give me liberty,0r give me death!"
-Patrick Hemy.
1. Give five quc£tions showing how you would
l>ring out the thought of the above selection.
20
2. \Vhy shoul<.l the selections used in reading
classes be of the highest type?
10
3· (a) How would you avoid imitative reading on
the part of your class? (b) llow would you
lead a pupil to think the thought for himself?
10
4· In case of an impediment in speech, how would
you obtain clear articulation?
10
S· Read a selection.
so
ANSWERS.

The lines are plain enough, but pnpils might
be required to tell all they know about .Patrick lJenry, h is times, the circumstances attending his great speeches, to whom they
were made, the chief characteris~ics of his
oratory, etc., etc.
z. For the same reasons that only the best litera ture should be read any where, but perhaps
empha:;ized by the fact that the reading les sons play a great part in forming the tastes
of tlH~ pupils who must repeatedly read them,
and are th e only pieces of literature ever
studied by many a boy and girl. Again,
none other will 'lllear well.
3· If the model is only good there are many
worse things than this so called imitative
reading. A pregnant cause of mechanical
reading is the practice of allowing pupils to
try to read that which they don't understand,
o r. ympathize in. Hetter . pend half of the
tim e allotted to the recitation in talking about
the lessrm. If you can n::ad well, don't be
afraid of reading the lesson over to yuur pu pils.
4· Jt depend upon the kind of impediment.
There is no specific. A reading clas:; to do
good work in articulation, ur any thing else,
must be in pired by the teacher. If he articulates ·well and is enthusiastic about it, the
clas will be pretty apt to do well.
I have obtained good results by ( 1), teach ing the exact alue of the 40 elementary
ounds. (This must be done well or it is
wor e than useless.) (2) requiring the pupils

to slowly practice on sentences, pronouncing them like many syllaLitd words: tints,
-1\ly ar tic u Ia tion has here to fore beensome-what- faulty but by dil i gent - prac(3)
tice I am de te r mined to im prove it.
Paying especial attention to the utterance of
the final elements of each word, p.uticularly
th e closing words of sen tences. lie who ut ters the final elements distinctly, will articu late \1 ell.

I.
2.

3·

4·

1.

S·
6.

7·

8.

ARITHMETIC.
[Answer any ei"ght. J
[(8+S)2-12-7-2]+(I2X2-2X2) = what?
$9.4S0 is invested in S.Yz% stock so as to produce a yearly income of $785.so. What is
the price of the stock?
If 6% be gained by selling a horse for $132.
so, what % would be lost by selling him for
$ I IS?
Which is the better, to buy flour at 6.so on 6
mo., or $6.30 cash, money being worth 8%?
(Express your result in cash.)
An agent received $2I.70forcollecting a debt
of 2,480. vVhat rate was his commission?
If I I b. of tea be worth 50 oranges, and 70
oranges be worth 84 lemons, what is the value
of a pound of tea when a lemon is worth 2
cents?
A and B can do a piece of work in 6 clays, B
and C in 8 days. A, B and C in 4 days.
llow long would A and C take to do it?
The whole time occupied by a train 120 yds .
long, running 20 miles an hour, in cro ing
a bridge is 18 seconds. Find the lenath of
the bridge.
"'

9· Show that g + ?r-=~ X J-rt·
10. Find a decimal which shall dirfer from
le. than a ten thousandth.

~

by

ANSWJ•: Rs.

[(8 f- S)2-I2 -+-2] -+-(I2 X 2 - 2X 8) =
(26-6) : (24 - I6) = 2o -+-3 = 2.Vz, Ans.
2. IOO !tJ= P. V. of stock.
S.Yz% of l'. V. = 785-SO
I% P. V. = J!·r of 78S.50 or I42.818210o % P.V. = IOOX 142 8182 -=:~ 14281.82- ,
P. V. of S.
142 r .82 - r.
co ·t 9450
I
94SO
,, I P. V. co ts----of 94SO o r - - --=
I.

14281. 2

~

.6616 + Ans.
3· Ioo% - cost.
~ 132-SO= I06%

14281.

2
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4·

S·

6

7·

I
106
$ I = - - - of w6 ?0o r - - --%
IJ2 so
IJ2.s o
$IIS=I1SXrk~"50 % or92%, S. P.
100 per cent. -92 rer cent. =8 per cent.,
Joss, had he been sold at 1 ISAmt. of $ I for 6 m o. @3 per cent.= I.O-+
, Po~r = 6 zs, pres. worth of the debt.
6 30- $6.2s=sc, in favor o£ time debt.
$2480 = 100 per cent.
S 1= 211 0 of 100 per cent or ~? ~ per cent.
$2I 70 -:-=2 1.70X 2? 00 per cent. or H"8 per
cent. = U per cent.
If 1 lemon is worth 2c, 84 lem ons are worth
84X2-:, or 168c; if 70 oranges are \\·orth 16Sc
1 orange is worth ,.10 of 168c or J.,f08 -:, and
50 or.tnges are worth so X 1{'08 c, or SI.20.
. ·. 1 pound of tea = $ 1.20.
,\ , B&C can do )i of the w11 rk in 1 day.
A& B " " i " ..
" ,, I
. ·. C can do )i -i or r\ of the work in 1 d.l.
B&C "_ " ~ of the work in I da.
.· . A " ")i-~ or ~ of the work in 1 da.
lienee A&C can do
+lr or f:r of the
work in I clay, or they will d0 all the work
in 2r/' cla . or 4t days. Ans.

4· What is it that determine the nu :nher o f
tenses?
5· Give all the tense f,mns of the verb "see" in
the indi cative mode, nnd design:1te.
6. Give the present indicative, the past tense,the
pmgre sive particitle and the perfect p.nticip!e of each of the follo1ring: choose, break,
go, freeze.
7· What is a defective verb?
8. What is the essential char.tctcristic of an ad·
verb?
ANSWF:R •

r. To show the relations of the words as intend ·

2.

3·

}'s

8 . 20 mi. per hr. = 9~ yds. per sec.
18 X9~ yds., or 176 yds., the dis ·
18 sec.
tance run by the engine during the 18 sec.
But the engine ran aero s the bridge, and
then the length of the train, while the latter
was crossing the bridge.
. ·. The length of the train+length of bridge
- 176 yds.
lienee 120 yds. + length of bridge= I 76 yds.
or length of bridge=S6 yds.
Rem. - The last equation is obtained by tak ing 120 yds. from each member of the pre ·
ceding one.

=

9·

1

is contained in~,
r\isco ntained in
T7f"

'·

-~

i•

4·

5·
6

78.

1.

time .

"i, t

. .

II X~

times.
of II x~ , or l'flx~
[times .

or

I is contained in t, i times.
But -ir is contained in I, 1.,(- times.
. ·. T7T "
"
" ~. l'Tl X~ times.
10. ~=- 7I428.

Hence we may use the 8 hundred th ousand ·
ths, or any of the figures in the repetition of
the repetend .

GRAMM R.

2.

3·
4·

5·
6.

7·

8.

I. What are the chief ends to be sought by
punctuation?
2. Name four leading uses of the comma, and
give an example of each.
3· Punctuate the following correctly : "When
preceded hy a relative pronoun or by con ·
junctive adverbs of time the present tense is
sometimes future in its reference as "lie will
please all who employ him" The flowers will
bloom when spring comes"

JI5

ed by the writer, and thus convey the proper
thought of the sentence.
Tu set off appositional expres ions, to set off
par~nthetical expressions, to et off absolute
ex pres:; ions. and to se t of adverbial clauses
wh en not modified .
"\\'hen prececlccl by a relat ive pronoun or by
conjunctive adverbs of tim e, the present
tense is sometimes future in its reference,as,
"lie 11·i ll please all who e mpl oy him; the
flowers will bloom when spring comes. "
Our conception of time.
See, have seen, ha ecn, had seen, will see,
will have seen .
Choose, chose,choo<;in~,chosen : break, broke,
breakmg, broken; go, went, going, g1me;
freeze, fr,>ze, freezing, frozen.
A defective verb is one in which ome of its
principal parts are wanting.
The essential characteristic of th e adverb is
that it may m0dify different p;1rts of peech .
PIIYSJOLOGY.
Locate the following: Patella, sacrum, sternum, occipital bone.
Name and describe briefly three kind of tissue found in the human body.
In how many ways may the forearm be moved? Explain how these different movements
arc rendered possible.
What is the specific use of the gastric juice?
Of what advantage is an open fire place in adclition to its use for heating purposes?
What is meant by nearsightedness? Mention
three causes which, if present, tend to produce nearsightedness in school children.
~1ention three de irable qualities in clothing.
Draw a representation of the eye, naming its
coats and humors.
A:'\SWERS.

The patella is the small bone covering the
knee joint; the sacrum is the triangular hone
at the base of the spinal column; the ter ·
num i the flat narrow hone situated on the
median lint: of the che t; The occipital
bone is situated at the back part and base of
the skull.
2. Osseus tissue, fl1rming bones ; muscular tis1.

MAR CH EXAMINATIO.l/ QuESTIONS.
sue, forming motor organs; connective tissue
binding togethe r and supporting all organs
uf the body.
3· T\\·o, a forward movement caused by the con ·
1 raction of the biceps mu cles, and a rotary
• movement prod ucecl by the pronator radii
teres and the pronator quadratus muscles .
4· It converts the proteids into peptones.
5· . Gives a constant means of ventilation without
producing a draft.
6. Inability to see objects at a reasonable distance
fr vm the eye. Fine print, desks too high
f or the seats, roo m improperly lighted.
7. Light in weight and color, a non conductor
and a good absorber.
8 . Coats, sclerotic, choroid, and retina.
Uumors, aqueous, and vitreous.
lliSTORY.
(Answer any seven )
I. Make a comparison of the educational systems
of North and South prior to the war, and
show what changes, if any, have occurred in
either since the war. Explain the cause of
such change.
z. What do you consider the five hest enactments
ever made by the United States Congress?
Explain one of them in its subsequent influence upon the country.
3· Which of the colonies seems to you to have
contributed most to the independence of the
colonies? Give reasons for your belief.
4· Give your reasons for believing Franklin a
greater man than Washington, or vice ?iersa,
as you think.
5· \Vhat event does each of these t;ames most
strongly suggest to you: Hull,Webster,Clay,
Douglas, Genet?
6. What was the Wilmot Proviso? The Monroe
doctrine? Has either had any political sig·
nificance in recent years? Explain the latter.
7· What were the chief provisions of the Omni
bus BJ!l? Which one of them had the great
est political importance?
8. What do you consider to be the greatest diplo
matic success achieved by our country in its
transactions with other countries? Explain.
9· If the Puritans had settled in Virginia instead
of Jew England, what differences, if any,
would have been produced in their political
and social characteristics?
10. From the history of America since its discovery by Columbus, what instances have
there been in which the political and social
institutions have been controlled more by
physical characteristics of the country than
by characteristics of the settlers them elves?
What illustrations of the opposite?
I.

A SWERS.
Before the civil war, the South had nosy tem
of public schools, in the propersen e of that
term. The matter of education was left

2.

3·

4·

5·

chiefly to individual efforts. Such public
schools as there were, were subscription
schools; but primary education among the
wealthy classes was conducted mainly by
tutors in the families. Advanced education
was obtained in academies and colleges.
Since the close of the war,free public schools
are maintained in all the states. The cause
of the change was the abolition of slavery,
and the formation of social and political institutions more in harmony with the necessities of free states.
Prnbably such enactments as it made touching
the following matters: 1st, the ordinance of
I 787 and the settlement of the North -Western Territory; 2nd, the Louisana purchase;
yd, the acquisition of Texas and California;
4th, the 14th amendment to the Constitution,
and matters leading up to it; 5th, the com·
mission which led to the settlement of the
Alabama claims. The last one was the most
impcrtant step ever taken in the settlement
of serious international difficulties without
war.
Virginia. It gave the commander in chief the
Colonial armies. There is no evidence that
any other man of the time could have done
what he did; and without such a leader, success was out of the question.
Washington was certainly the greater man.
He filled more important positions and filled
them successfully. There is nothing to indicate that Franklin could have commanded
the armies and led them to their final success.
Hull, the capture of the Guerriere, or the sur render of Detroit, according to the Hull I
happen to be thinking about; \Vebster, the
debate with Hayne; Clay, perhaps the Compromise of 185o; Douglas, the Kansas Nebraska trouble; Genet, the insults that were
htaped upon the young nation by the older
nations of Europe.

6. In 1846 a bill was introduced into the House
of Representatives appropriating money to
buy territory from Mexico. David Wilmot,
a Democratic member from Pennsylvania
moved an amendment providing that ''as an
express and fundamental condition, neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude shall ever
exist in any _part of said territory." This was
the Wilmot proviso.
In President Monroe's message to con
gress, December, 1823, he said, "we owe it
to the amicable relations existing between
the U. S. and European powers to declare,
that we should consider any attempt on their
part to extend their system to any portion of
this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace
and safety." The doctrine was illustrated
by the attitude of our government toward
the French occupation of Mexico at the close
of the civil war.
7· I, the admission of California as a free state;
2, the formation of territorial governments
with no provisions touching slavery; 3, adjusting the boundaries of . Texas and paying
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that state a large amoun t to reiinquish cer 4 ·
tain claims; 4, providing fur the return of
fugitive slaves. The admission of California
was the most important.
8. There have been few more important than
those connected with the reciprocity treaties
of the present administration . They point 5·
to a practicable solut.ion of the vexed questions of protection and free trade, and will
help on the federation of the nations. Thi<> 6.
is the great mission of our country.
9· Probably none of much consequence; the ele · 7·
ments of the Puritan character had bee n
8.
generations in the forming, and it would
have taken a long time to modify theirchar acter in any essential way .
10. The Gulf-states, as cotton growers; and New
England as manufacturing communities.
The qnestion is too large to be a nswered satisfactorily here.
9·
1.

2.

3·

4·

5·

6.

7.
8.
9·

1.

2.

3·

GEOGRAPHY.
What are the uses of mountains?
How do continental and insular climates differ
in the same latitudes?
Give a short description of Mexico with ref.
erence to location, surface, climate, and productions.
Contrast in general terms the coast lines of
orth and South America. What advan
tages, if any, does one continent pos<>ess over
the other by reasons of these differences?
Name and give the locations of the three in land centers of trade of the Mississippi Val ley.
Name a prominent seaport in each of the fol lowing countries: Scotland, France, Ge rm any, Russia and Holland.
What conditions have a large influence in building up a center of trade for a country?
Where is the orth Sea? Bay of Biscay? Arabian Sea? Chesapeake Bay?
What plan would yon adopt to make the statistical tables of the geography useful and
interesting to pupils?
A 'SWER .
They are useful as water sheds, vapor condensers, wind producers, wind shelters, to hold
easily obtained minerals, and to give variety
and beauty to the scenery.
In the annual range of temperature. Insu lar
climate having very little change of climate
and continental a great range .
Me>..ico lies south of the western part of the
nited States partly in the torrid and partly
in the north temperate zone. It is mostly a
plateau bordered by a narrow strip of low
land. The climate of the low strip is tropical, that of the plateau is temperate while
the mountains have a frigid climate. In
minerals Mexico is very rich, especially in
silver. ITer agricultural product· are as varied as the climate while her manufactures are
limited.

I.

2.

3

4

5·

6.

JI7

1 he coast lin e of North Amerit:a is much more
iu.dentcd and therefore much longer than
that uf South America. The advantage is
with the deeply indented coast; much more
of the country having commercial advantages, and the climate being more varied.
Chi•;ago on Lake Michigan, Duluth on Lake
Superior and St. Louis on the Mississivpi
l~iv er.

(a) Glasgow, (b) Ilavre, (c) IIamburg, (d)
Odessa, (e) Am~terdam.
Productions and facilities for transportation.
(a) An arm of the Atlantic between Great
Britain and the continent of Europe. (h) An
arm of the Atlantic between Spain and
F rance. (c) An arm of the Indian Ocean be
tween Arabia and India
(cl) An arm of
the Atlantic projecting into Virginia and
Maryland.
Comparisons.
DAVlD COPPZRFIELD.
Sketch in detail the character of David Copperfield as a man (particularly his socia l and
busmess qualifications).
\Vho was Steerforth? Describe his character .
\Vh at is meant by "imprisonment for deht,"
and what inst ances of such treatment are
mentioned in om-story?
Explain the following phrases, and give their
connections in the description : (a) "rather
near" (Barki s); (b) "waiting for something
to turn up" (Micawber); (c) "Metallic lady"
(Miss Jane Murdstone).
Compare "David Copperfield" with some
other story of like character (preferably by
Dickens) which you have read.
Name and characterize the heroine of the story.
ANS\VEKS.

I.

(a) David Copperfield's social nature was
strong. He was chivalrous and tender towards all women, and especially so towards
those who were his friends. Ilis heart craved affection, and gave it 111 boundless measure to those who were entitled to his love.
This affectionate nature was inherited from
his pretty, dependent, and weak, but loving
and tender young mother. lie was frank,
open, and trusting; too much so at times, for
his trusting and su ceptible nature was ofteR
wounded, and imposed upon. In his early
days he was too credulou:;, and believed
much that the bitter experience of after years
proved to be false. Durin~ his callow youth,
he suffered agonies in fitful, fleeting love affairs, but his manhood's love was strong,
constant and inexhaustible. lie was true,
through life, to the lowly friends of his early
year , and, in innumerable ways repaid
them for the kindness shown him when in
need.
(b) In business he wa · steadfast, per ·en i.rg
and indefatigable. Whatever he undertook
was pursued with enthu iasm anclunflagging
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energy, and was successfully completed.
Rising steadily from the lowest positifln to
one of honor and influence, he was, through
all, careful, trustworthy, and honoratJle.
'l hough perhaps not rising to rhe heroic,
yet David Copperfield's manline. s in his
~ria Is rond st ruggll s enli,t:; our sym pal h y
and commands our admiration.
2. Steerforth was the son of a widow hrl y of
wealth and position. Over indulgence had
ruined what might otherwise have b'en a
good and noble nature. ll is personal ap
pearance was handsome, his manners cng.tg
ing, but he was selfish, self willed, passion ·
ate, and profligate.
3· Persons who either could not or would not pay
their debts were incarcerated until the debts
were paid . This is fully de cribed by Dickens in"Little Don·it. '' lr. 1\licawber was for
a short time incan:erated in King's Bench
}'rison, but \\·as released under the Insolvent
Debtor's Act.
4

S·

(a) Peggotty, in describing her husband Barki,'s niggardliness and 1 ropemityfor hoard ing money, gently snys '·he is rather near,"
meaning close and penurious. (b) 1\Ir. l\li
cawber lived in a state of constant expect?n·
cy, waiting a he s:1id "for something to turn
up," instead of going to work to turn up
something for himself. (c) David Copperfield's childish impression of the inward nature and outward appearance of his 5-tepfath
er's sister, Miss l\hu dstone, is expressed in
the words "metallic lady."
The portion of David Copperfield's childhood
that was passed undc.>r the surveillance of his
stepfather, lr. Murdstone, reminds one of
the pitiful experiences of Oliver Twist. lli.
early mm1hood's struggles were somewhat
similar to those of icholas icklehy. It is
difficult to make com pari sons where works
a1e so dissimilar as are tho e of Dickens.
Uavid Copperfield is unlike all the others in
being biographical in form, and in embody
ing, in part, the actual experiences uf
Charles Dickens himself
The story is si m ple and touching and appeals to all hearts
for sympathy ar.d admiration.

SCIE CE OF EDUCATION.
[These questions are based mainly on th~
Reading Circle work for the current year.]
I.

2.

"Every teach r, before he begins the work of
instruction, should have some definite idea
of 11·hat constitutes an education.'' State
clearly the necessi ty for this.
\\'hat i - meant by an ideal? llow are ideals
constructed?

3 · Define the moral judgment . What kind of
mental act is tl·. at by 11 hich the distinction
between right action and wr<>ng actiun is
discerned?
4 · \\'hat relation do you conceive to exist bet ween
clear moral judgment and right moral action?
5· What is the function of the teacher in the recitation?
6. To what motives should the teacher appeal in
his effort to lead pupils to be attentive and
earnest in their work.
ANSWER •.
1.

No one can do well any work which he docs
not see clearly in all itc; outlines before he
hegins it. Work done in any other way is
mere crazy work; parts must be undone and
readjusted,causing loss to employer and employe.

2.

Ideals are the products of the imagination.
They are constructed by the creative imagination out of the materials furnished by ex .
perience through any and all the other faculties.

3· The moral judgment is the judgement decid ing whether or not the attribute right or
wrong belongs to any proposed action. The
mental uct is a judgment.
4· Moral judgment is as necessary to right action,
as. lo~ical judgment is neces ary to right
thmkmg and the consequent useful action.
5· To he~p the pupil do for himself the largest
posstble amount of correct thinking and correct doing.
6. Chiefly to no conscious motives at all. lie
should try to make the recitation so full of
intere t, that the pupils will find it g,1od to
be there,- good not goody.
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Repairing
Garefully
Done.
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Watches, Jewe,ry,
Si,lferware, G'ocks,

etc., etc.
STUDENTS will find the best place to buy Toilet Articles and everything in Druggist sundry
line at

ARTHUR C. SMITH'S DRUG STORE.
EAsT SmE OF CouRT HousE.
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-STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED TO CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.--

THE ST!JDE.Nt:
CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES .

DR.. ·E I.

~.

:FI..ENNEFl.,

·----66@D.J::.JNTIST7 ~v ALPARAiso ,

INDIANA.

:I\I.[I:X.ED

STC>C~.

·--CONSISTING O F - -

•

New and Second Hand Books, Station ery , Inks, Pens, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, L a mps, N otions, etc .
- - A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES.--

Qrders for Books and anything kept in our li ne promptly fi lled b y

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 Colle ge Ave., Valparaiso, Ind.

W. G. WtNpLE, tapla and tanGy

~FoGeFias,

Fine Lanaps and Glassware.
DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES , COOK I ES AND CANDIES, ALWAYS F RESH.

Just the place to get a toothsome lunch put up.
I WANT THE STUDENTS ' TRADE ,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

~oots and

S . E. Corn e r lU.ain & Franklin Sts.

CS.ft,a~.

S. ~me~,

Sho€s ·Boots and Shoes,·

several lines especiall y
o- -AD.AFTED,-

Ko. 7 Easl

- o

for good wear and neat st yle,

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J. F. TeJfLCOTT~
NO. 9 EAST MA I N ST.

.n~ain

St.,

- NORTH S IDE COURT HOUSE.-

I buy and sell for cash.
My goods come direct
from manufacturers . I can offer you a larger
assortment and lower prices than most
shoe stores in towns of this size .
Repairing a specialty.

First cln s work at lowest prices

~GUARA

TEED . ~

·. ,
~---GO

T O-------

AYLES W OJ{ Ttl'S

Wh~n lJOU go to g~t 'J OU r l~tt~rs,
drop in and see the beautiful new store of

FOR T::S::E

- T O BE FOUND I

fi rst Sboe Sto\?e ll, Maip Sr.
NO. 21.

VALPARAISO.-

-o-

2 Doors South of the P. 0., Washington St.

ADVERTISING .DEPARTMENT.

\A{ • C. LETMEJ{MAN
~

J

The oldest established and most
J reliable drug store in Valparaiso.

DRUG-G- I~TMUDGE~B GKlrlrERY THE FLOWEH. GARDEN.

Corner lUain and Was hington Sts.

OF VALPARAISO,

A Monthly Journal devoted exclusively to the
cultivation and care of Flower and House Plants.

is known for miles around, as producing the highest grade of Photographic Art.

-

Send for Sample Copy. -

'

Adllre!!is "THE FLOWER GARDEN,"

Valparaiso, Incl.

~GEO.

T. M LLEK,~

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place

Livery, Boa·r d a ·n d Sale Stables,

where you can get work done to suit.

VALPARAISO, IN D.
-GOOD RIGS AT REASONABLE RA.TES.--

PROPRlETOR OF

LAFAYETTE ST., OPP. CENTRAL HOUS E,

REASO,N

-GIVE US A TRIAL.-

.!I

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLES
GOOD RIGS AT REASONABLE RATES.

EAST MAIN ST., OPP. T. B . LOUDERBACK'S SHOP.

40 WEST MAIN ST.

~

BELL .

BELL BROS.,

House.
:.9
l..9nencu fiOF an A. I. o~ue
:Fl.C>SS

JAMES

BELL.

VALPARAISO, IND.

B.A.~ISTE:Fl.,

GASH Hardware pealers.
TI WARE, BUGGIES AND HARNESS A SPECJALTY.-Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Motto.

--STOVES AND

38 WEST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

FINNEY & BARTHOLOMEW
carry a first class line of
FURNITURE,
PICTURE FRAMES,
AND MOULDINGS.

.A.11

~i:n.d.s

JOHN LEPELL,
Fii1e F1•rni't1Ire,
MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES.
EAST MAIN STREET•

e>f :al.[eats.

The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.

J. W. SIEB, NO. 5 FRANKLIN ST.

;j/{.~
~

-

makes the best PJ./OTOCRAP.IJS and CRAYON
PORTRAITS in all sizes and styles at lowest prices.
Please call and examine our samples whether wishing work

.......--------~"-.J::::::::> lonc or not.

No. 27 Union St.,
COLLEGE HILL, Valparaiso, Ind.

J. R. PAGIN, DENTIST.
OFFICE OVER VAIL'S JEWELRY STORE.

THE STUDENT.

Th~ North~rp

Ind. Normal So~ool
I

Expenses the very lowest, teachers the most thorough, the work the most complete and satis
factory.
The country may be "flooded with stenographers," and there may be many who are willing to
accept positions at wages that barely make them a living, but there never was a time in the history
of the country, when there was such a strong demand for good stenographers; and when it is once
known that a person is a thorough stenographer, there is no question about the party obtaining a
very superior position, and that, at the best of wages.
One need only to look under the surface for a moment to see that there never was a time when
good stenographers were in such demand as now. It is because the vast multitude are only halfway prepared for the work, and their general education is so deficient that they do not, and can not
give satisfaction, and hence are unemployed, or employed at such low wages.
Without any additional expense whatever,a student, in connection with Phonography and Typewriting, may take any and all studies that will assist him in his general work.

Catalogue free.
Address H .

B . BROWN,

Principal, or 0. P.

KINSEY,

Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

-

no~tbern

OF THE-

lnd ianal n orma 8cbool,

Now stands at the head of the Musical Conservatories of the \Vest. This is
not a statement only, but investigation will more than verify it. Students who
come from the large cities say that they have better advantages here, owing to
the fact that they receive more personal attelltion. ·
The best of instruments are used; the instructors are the most competent, and
the expenses the lowest.
No other institution offers anything like equal advantages at such low rates.
That the department does what it promises is proven by the rapidly increasing attendance, and in the constant demand for those trained here.
Send for Catalogue.
Address H. B. BROWN, Principal, or 0. P.

KINSEY,

Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA ,

/

LOCA L A D VERTISEMENTS.
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NORMAL BOOK STORE.
lfa}paraiso, 11)diaqa 1
----HAS OPENED IN----

J>TE-v7 EUILDIJ>TG----WITH AN---

E~LA:Fl.G-ED STC>C~,
----CHIEFLY OF---

~ inc ~ octn § , ~ oak ~
f~in ~

-in

f~c

in ~i n c ~-i ndin~ @ , and cvcrp

hook lin e § uifahlc f or n

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR F ACILITIES FOR

~~~BOOK MAKING, ~~

Ruling;, Printing;, Binding,
We llfanufactuua line of TABS, SMALL BLA KS, STUDENTS' NOTE BOOKS, REPORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in schools.
Manufacturinf[ Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty. Our
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper is water marked "Sunny Side l\1 ills." In this line we make a Jou RN AL, LEDGER, DAY
Boo K and CASH BooK, 40 pages ea., presshoard cover, listed at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, 12,Vz cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather back and mar·
ble paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, ?) and Yz page Accounts in Ledgers, and
indexed on edge, 167':3 cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but with leather
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of ~otes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks and
other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved forms, giving the appearance of lithographic work. These are listed at $5. oo per 1 oo books, 36 in a book. Our Bills
Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents each,

~,\ \,

F or Bank-ing,

we make,CASH BOOKS, COLLECTION R EGISTERS ,

T ICKLERS , D ISCOUNT BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND INDIVIDUAL L ED GERS.

Also, SIX-COLUMN JOURNALS, LUMBER BOOKS.

Special Rulings of any kind made to order.
B. F. PERRINE 1 Book-seller and Stationer,
Valparaiso, Ind.
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THE STUDEN T.

PUBJLY~~ED .

JOHN STON'S CICERO'S ORATIONS AND LETTE RS,

Octavo·, 814 pages, extra cloth, with separate text for class room, 327 pages.
It is the most complete school edition ever issued , in fullness of introduc tion , amount of text
and extent of notes.
Permit us to call attention to
Th~ very complete life of Cicer o and analysis of the Roman Commonwealth.
The selection of Orations- those grouped around the conspiracy of Cataline - th us enablin g the
student to become familiar with h istorical conditions .
The introduction of Cicero's Letters to give varie ty and acquaint the st uden t wi th epistolary
literature, and with Cicero's Social L ife .
The arrangement of notes on same page with text, doing away with use less turn ing of leaves.
That the text omits disputed readi ngs , bei ng plain and readab le throug hout.
That all matter in introduction, notes, vocabulary and indexes is inserted fo r the benefit of tlu
ttndt!rgraduate student.
The full Index, by means of which topical and inductive study may be carried on.
The separate text for recitations.
The introduction price is $1. 25, prepaid, and a full set of the texts for the class is supplied free
to the teacher when the adopt ion is made.
Already Published IN THE INTER-COLLEGIATE LATIN SERIES.
BELLUM HELVETI UM, by Lowe a nd Butler. $ r oo. The ideal begi nn er's book as it prepares d irectly for the read ing of Cresar and saves the student at least three mon ths time in h is fi rst
year's work.
LOWE & EWING'S CJESAR. Notes and special vocabularies on same page with text, a nd
a separate text for class room . Introduction price $1.25.
IN LATIN M. Professo r J. D. S. Riggs . A manual of Latin Prose work based on the firs t
four books of Cre ar. 50 cents.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of in troduc tion pri ce .
.II LBER T, SCOTT

~

JUST THINK OF IT!

co.,

Educational Publislters,
106 Jl"'abaslt .J.Ivenue, CHIC.J.IGO , I LL.

FFl.EE!

GIVEN AWAY

VALUE, $125. 0 0 .
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Add it ions and Revisions thoroughly Americanizing and Revising this great work to 189 1, including Biographies of noted Living
Persons, by W. ll. DePuy, D. D. LL.D., the widely known Encyclopedia editor . This edi tion,
with its thorough equipment of NEW MAPS brought up to date, makes

THE MOS'l' COMPLETE ENCYCLOPEDIA. THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.
~

2~

'A" MUA"TQ
VO'U"" ..
iV

l!t'
.. Mllil

~

Jill

~
·we have determined that no one can offer further excuse for not owning this
ii~W~i 1 -Monarcll of Encyclopcdh~s . Write for tenus of our wonderful offer.

20, 506 Pages! 10,643 Illustrations ! 671 Maps and Plans! A Digest of the Libraries of the world ! COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED . Costing Originally to
Produce over

Thre~

Million Dollars.

HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ONE DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS ,

STAR PUBLISHING COMPANY, 76 Montgomery St., Jersey City, .N. J.

THE STUlJENT.
"1 advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shortlund writing and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholar."-CHARLES READE, on "The Coming Man."

J ) c v cl o}.)l'l.lCil t, <>f"

tl1c

l ..,,~_ _ l!!l~-~id
~:F7

Writ;i ng· :\lachine is tho

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
m_echanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \V. K. Jenne, the superintendent of the Remington factory.

-The W. S. &~. PARAGON RinnONS are w~rr~nted to give s~tisf~ction.WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

V ALP.ARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van We1 t, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, lansfield,
Massillon, and Canton,
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Din ing cars are carrie<;! via Valparai o to
PITTSBURG,
BALTD-10RE,
\VA. ' III TGTO
PlliLADELPHIA,
NEW YORK.
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

Ticket Agent. Valparaiso, Ind.,
J O E P H WOOD,

General tanager,

E. A. FORD,

<'ncral Pas ng-er A •t.

Pitt burg, Pa.

Cfhe ~enn Pitman
8yost€m of Phonog~aflbyJs TilE

Am~rir2cH1 S~sc ~m

oF

Sh_orc~ortd .

To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type-writing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of shorthand." A number of systems are taught, but
tltal of' Benu 1-'itmu.n is ntore gen.

erallu used titan anu otlter in tltis
C0111llry, a1ut Jnny be r-ailed L/u
t.'.!.lntericcu& Sustent. ' -Extract from the
R eport of the Commissiont:r of Educntion (J17asltingtoTt, D. C.), f or the yt!ar 1887-88, page 927.

If I were starting to learn Phonography now,
I should get Benn Pit111an 's Jlfmwa! and other
books and follow them.-/Jt1uzis F Jlfurphy,OJjicial Reporlt!r of the U.S. Smale. (Sec l'Ho:\o GRAI'lllC MAGAZI ' E, Vol. V, pagL' 105-Afri!,

1891.)
Send for complde catalogue ancl pecimcn
pages of all phonographic publication .
A liberal discount will be made to all schools nnd to
teachers of Phonography, and special prices will be
quoted for introductiOn and exchange. Addre.-s

THE PHONOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

A DVERTISiNG DEPA R TMENT.

CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREAT 'J'RUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
J>Oints East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that
tickets read via above line, and secure com fort, speell anti safety at lowest rates compatible with

fi rsi cl a~s servic£'.

N. B. - Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through t!te
Great International Tunnel.
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BOSTON

fDally except Sunday.

$Sunday only.

Thi'ough Palace Sleeping cars between Chi~a~o and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7; Boston-Trains 4 and 5;
Saginaw Valley-Trains 6 and 5; etroit-1ram 6 and !l. Trains 8 and 7 run through solid between Chicago and
New York via Erie Ry. Meals served en rcute in splendid New lning Cars.
For time tables, tickets, and further Information, apply to JAME McCREE, Agent, Valparaiso.

GEO . B. R E EVE,

W . E. DAVI S ,

Traffi c :Uan ager.

TIIE NEW

Gen. P asse u get• and Tic k e t A g t.

KII\~RAT_.. I..J

PIANO.

Frorr• a large number of tc timonials in our posses8ion, referring to the excellency of the RHIBALL PIANO, we
take pleasure in quoting [by penni sion] the names of a few well known mu !claus of Europe and America, who 111wc
u ell and recommended the KDlBALL PIA -o:
FR0~1 C3ARLES KU KEL. '·The well known Compos·
FROM ADELI.r A PATTI "The Queen of Song."
Chicago, Dec. 16, 1889.
er and Pian! t ''
w. W . KIMBALL Co., Chicago, 111.
St. Louis, Mo. Sept. 21,1891.
Gentlemen: -lt glYes me great pleasure to testify to the
merits of the NEw KnmALL PIANO. It has a wonderfully W. W. Kt)!BALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulation . A firm mak·
sweet and ympathetic tone and upports the voice In a
most salisfactory manum·.
lng a nlano that place it in the front rank of piano makers
FROM E:MIL LIEBLING. "Chicago's Leading Pianist.'' is to be, indeed. congt•atulatcd. You ·make such a plano
Chicago, April 11th, 1 9.
anll I take pleasure in tatlng that I have alway found
W . W. KnrnALL Co., City.
Gentlemen:-Your plano has an excellent touch and the the tone refined, sympathetic and sonorou , satisfying the
tone Is perfectly ntl factory and in these two mostlmport· demands of the mo t fastidious artist. I will u c your pi·
Rnt particular the KD!B ALL PIANO will compare fa,·orn· ano at my concerts where·so·ever I chance to meet them
bly with those of older and well known make . I glre It
Again my congratulations.
my fullest luclor ement.
A:l:'f:O

Lilli Lehmann,
:Mluuie IJnuk,
Sig. Del Puente,
Slg. FrAncisco Tamngno,
1\Iax A.h·arv,
Emil 1!"1 her,
Mme . Albnnl,
Paul Kall ch
Jullu Perotti,
Frederir.k Archer,
lg. Ardltl,
Lllllnn Nordica,
IJan Balntkn.
P. S. Gilmore,

A L SO

Wesleyan College of ~1nslc, Bloomington, 111., St. Aloy·
slu chool, Chicngo. 111. Our Lndy of Angel Seminary
Lyon., Iowa, ~Juont t. Joseph Academy, u'> nque, Iowa:
~orthcrn·lndlnna~ ormnl chool. YalpnraiRo, Ind., Bloom!ngt.on, 'onsenatory of CIJ u lc. Bloomington, lll., Grund
ltalmn Operu Company, )Ictropolltnn Opera Company.
Doston Idral Opera. Company, and mnny other prominent
artUs. Illu trateu Catalogue mallrcl.

W. W. KIMBALL CO.,
Office and Warerooms, KI:\1B LL BUILDI G, 243 - 253 \ aha h

ve. Chicago.
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The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 1891.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N Y. , L. E . &
Ry. Station, Buffalo.

TRAINS DAILY

w.

GOING EAST.

Except SmHlay.

No.2.

BUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
BELLEVUE.
FOSTORIA.
NEW HAVEN.
F1'. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY.
CLAYPOOL.
~fENTON E.
ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOUTH WANATAH.
V ALP AHAU:lO.
HOUAH.T.
HAMMOND.
C'HICAGO.

6 00 P. )1.
10 !);) A • .:u.
8 15 ••
6 50 "

No.4.

6 45
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20
2 01

"

9 20
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12
12
11
11
10
10
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21
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0:1

H 46
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8 45
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ItEAD THIS

READ THIS SIDE DOWN.

LOC .\L.

,,

A. l!.

..
IDE

6 05 P. 111.

3 58
2 20 ,,
1 17 "
]2 30 "
10 40 A . :ll.
9 07 ..
8 lfl ,,
'13 "
6 06 ..
P.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired . Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Teachers

~8Jr1ted!

If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next. We sha ll be pleased to assist you, if y u will let us hear from
you. We refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the Northern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the last two years. \Ve have a large patronage, all through the
West and South, among the best village and city schools, t ormals, Academies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, etc. Adclre s,

C. J. ALBERT, Mannger. The School u.ud College Bureau, ELMHURST, ILL.

Do yon want to make the best use of' your time~
Do you to ant a live and practical book on teaching'?
Do you want some f1·esh exercises?
IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.
\V ELCH'S "How TO STUDY",
A book for self-improvement in school or home .
vVELCH's "How TO ORCA rzE, CLASSIFY AND TEACH A CouNTRY 'cHOOL",
GuR EY's NEw OPENING ExERCISES,
All new and timely books written by successful teachers.
To any 11ew subscriber to THE STUDE T, we will furnish either of the
books for ."1.35.
THE STUDENT ryr.,
We furnish b th
$1.251
Any one of the above books,
1.00
FOR

In ordering by mail

elob't4:>:>

~I

" r.oo
$r.oo
"" r.oo
abo e

- -1 ... 5 . -

5 cents must be added for postage.

THE STUDENT, tosVALPARAISO,
coLLEGE AvE . •
I D.

J
A DVERTISING DEPA RTA£ ENT .

IO

-

UNEQUALED MUSI C BOOK. For

~in g in g

G a sses, Etc.

MODEL TEXT BOOKS.

..1

GOOD LUCK,
B Y&. W. STRAUB.

Note the following important
features in the El e mentary Depar tment: 1. Truthful statements in simple language. l!. Daily reading
exerci cs, p erfectly g-raded. 3 . Exercises and Topics introduced in their lJ t. ~torder. 4. The pri nciples
of reading are vmcticaiiJJ taught, so that pupils
learn to read in all keys in the time that is genera 1ly giyen to only one key [key of C). 5. Modu lating
exercises by which r eadi11g the cla..~ ·ics is made ea~Sy .
6. 'l'hc nnly correct time signaturee are used.
See wbut charming matter the body of ''Good
Luck'' contains: 1. An ?tnWl!wlly lal'gc numbe r or
easy and delightful pieces for •·first term work ." 2.
Choice Quartets and .fine four part songs. H. Solos
or exceptional beauty with in ·trumental accompaniment . 4. A number of humorous pieces tbHt are
, i?·resistible in a etas or concert. 5. plendid ~<ulo '
·with ,-ocal accompauiments. 6. Sacred music, excellent Ant.bems, Hymn tune:s e t c. 7. Pieces that
include humming and wl1i:stling novelties. tl. Farmer·'s celt brated Oratorio Chont Hnd Qua rtet , "G reH t
and Mlln·elous.'' 9. llishop' IS great Concer t Glee,
wit h obligato solo, ' 'Now Tramp o'er Moss and
Fell.''
Goon LUCK contains 192 pages, is well printed,
w ire stitched. Price only eo cents.

S. W. STRAUB & CO. , P ub ,
243 S tate S t., CHICAGO , ILL.

Houston's New Physical Geogr aph y.
Hart's Co'm position and R hetori c.
Smyths' American Literature.
Thorpe's Civil Government.
Chase & Stuart's Latin Gramma r.
Chase cr Stuarl's First Year in La tin.
Chase & Stuart's New lll,ust rated Cresa r.
Chase & Stuart's Classical Se ri es.
Trimble's Hand Book of Lite rature.
Houston's ~ ew Physical Geography is used in
the r0rthern Indiana Normal School.

Eldredge & JJ ro. 1
P H ILAD ELPHIA, PA .

I

~I

f

J

STUDENTS' LOCAL DIRECTORY.
The publisher recommends, and guarantees fair dealing on the part of, every one notrceJ
in this Directory.]

[NoTE:

-------"'~------ -~-

PHYSICIANS.
n. M. BEER, l!. n., Phy ~lcilm am! :,;urgeon.
Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

L. W. ELT,l0T, )f. D., Homeopathic
Cor. l\laln a~;.d Franklin St~.

Phy~lcfan

CHAS. S. PEIUCR, No. 7 E. \lain St.

bEE AnY.

AYT,ESWORTH'S. No. 21 E. \lain St.

SEE Am·.

and Sur·

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

~eon.

l\1. M. MUDGE, No. 13 \lain St.

DENTISTS.
Dn. TI. N. RENNER.

'I)

,J.

11 E. \lain .-t.

~I.

HARKLESS, C<Jr. College Ave. null Cnlon Dt.
St~F.

All\' .

SEB ADYETITISE.l!ENT.

Du. J. R. P AOI. -, No 7 E. l\laht St.

LIVERY STABLES.

SEE AlJV.

GF.O. T.l\1ILLER Laft1y1•ttc .l .. "I•P· ('cntrnl

W . II. VAIL, No.7

~lain

St.

Hon~(·.

SEF. AP''·

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
SEE ADY.

J. A. "' ALKER, lllan:onds, Watches and Fine ,Jewelry.
Cor. \lain and Washington Sts.

GROCERS.
W. H. WINDLE, S. E. Cur. Main and Frnnklln

w.

II. McCLUHF., Formerly wlrh Elgin Wt\tch .Co.
21 E. \lain St.

St~.

r:t. ,\n).

~'o .

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
l;:!.dletio~lnol

,J. T. '\!ASSEY,

GUNSMITH.
A. PAHK , Guns. nevoJ\·~r·s, Ammunition, Cartridge.,
to rent, Keys of all kinds ll.LtC•l, Trunks repaired,
Umhrellns rcpaircu null covered m·w.
No. 10 .'. Wt\~hlngtun St.

children's hair

euttln~.

Ha ·

Gun~

L.

~~

ASSEY, Hnir f'Utt In){, l;luuupoulnl{, and
Good worlm1en. No. :J E. 1\lt\ln 't.

l~nzors

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

INSURANCE.
M. L .. lcCLELLA .'D, make, a -reehtlry of Lih•, Fin•,
Accl<lcnt nnd Plntc mas. In~~ITIIIH'c. llcpr1·~cnting only
llrst cln~s (!ompmtlcs.
No. I West :\lain . t.

,J()JI~

I.EPELL,

,·u. 13

f .. 1\laln 't,

SE£ All\',

FL'. 'EY an<l IL\HTIIOLO\li·:W, .·u. 21 Franklin 't.
~:1·,

BOOKS.
L. '"'· BLOt.lf,
Colh·~c

.he.

,·o. 411

W. ~lain !'t.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.

;;J-;L AD\'.

F.l~

DRUGGISTS.
CLOTHIERS.

i
-------=-----------=--· !
. ·'· I
A.( '.

w. '.

I"~ItTII,

Aft\',

LAUNDRY.

B. F. PEHRINF>, Ku. 111-115 Colll•f.!C An•.

TilE T.IGIIT AI' CO., Ko. 101-103

pnt

In o1·dcr.

No. :3 Frnnklln St.

LETIIEn·,£A . ·,nor. '!nln nnd

SF.F. AIJY.

Wn

hln~ton

t

'I

CONFECTIONERY.

t:F. Aln'•

BOOTS AND SHOES.

.., ...,-_ I

MEATS.
,J.

w. sJ<:IIl, • ·v. ~~ Fronklln t.

All\' ,

-

)()

....

'•

Pt:BLISHED BY THE .\MERICAN BOOK CO !PAr·Y.

ffiHE progressive teacher owns a professional library; such teachers know more,
teach better, and earn more than unprofessional teachers whose professional
study stops when they "get their certificates." Teachers insist that teaching must
be recognized as a "'profession"; what <loes the public think of. doctors, lawyers, and
clergymen who neither study nor own profes:;ional books? It does not respect them:
they arc employed in unimportant matters if they work cheaply enough and there
arc no better men immediately at hand. Just t/u sqmc 1Dith teaclurs,· those w~o prepare themselves best get the best places.

1-

PEDAGOGICAL HAND-BOOKS.
Calkins's Prilllary Object Le. sons ..... o •• $t .oo
Manual of Obfect Teaching. . . . . . . . . I. zs
Day's Science of Education............. .72
]1:clectic Manual of Methods ..... o....... .6o
Question Book, or Teacher's New Ex·
aminer.........................
.50
llailmann's Kindergarten Culture. . . . . . .
. so
History of Pedagogy............... .60
Lectmes on Education (Kindergarten
and Pedagogy)...... . . . . . . . . . . . I .oo
Primary ~JethOtls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 6o
Hewett's Pedagogy for Young Teachers,
.Ss
How to Teach-a l\Tanual of 1\Jethods.
1.00
Kru. i's Life and \\'ork of Pestalozzi.. . . . . I. 20
1'\ational School Currency, per set. ....... I.ZS
(>~·len's Science of Education. . . . . . . . . . . I .ou
Art of Teaching. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I .oo

Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching
(Payne) ........................... $1.00
Pal mer's Science of Education. . . . . . . . . . I. oo
Payne's School Supervision .............. 1.00
Contributions to the Science of Education ............................ I .2S
Putnam's Elementary Psychology........ .go
Sheldon's Lessons on Objects ........... 1.20
Elementary Instruction. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20
Shoup's History and Science of Education
Graded Didactics, Vol. I. . . . . . . . . . .
Graded Didactics, Vol. II...........

I

.oo
. so
.6o

Swett's Questions for \Vritten Examination .72
Method of Teaching...........
I.oo
White's (E. E ) Elements of Pedagogy. . . . 1.00
\Yatts on the :\iind (Edited hy Prof. Fellow:) .6o

The foregoing list of 28 books is an excellent equipment in Educational ~Ieth
ods and Theory; the entire set will be sent post or express paid to any teacher on
receipt of "zs.oo. Any single book mailed on receipt of price.

Bo6 nd 88o Broadway.
NEW YO

•31 Wn.lnu~ Street,
ClN~lNN, Tl.
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